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Robert F. Kennedy Jr. is the author of two books. "American Values: Lessons I

Learned from My Family," published in 2018, describes the Kennedys' 60-year-long

Dght with the CIA.

Will We See Another Kennedy in the White House?

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  April 09, 2023

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. recently announced he’s considering entering the presidential

race if he can garner enough support. To support his bid for president, visit

TeamKennedy.com



The Children’s Health Defense (CHD) and several other plaintiffs, including me, are

suing the Trusted News Initiative (TNI) for violation of antitrust laws. The BBC has

been using its market power and illegal collaboration with other leading market actors

to crush smaller news outlets



The CHD has also Dled a number of First Amendment cases, including one against

Facebook, which censored the CHD, Mercola.com and many other sites



As a private company, Facebook has the right to censor anyone it wants, for any

reason. However, they cannot do it at the behest of the government, and we now have

ample evidence that this is precisely what they’ve been doing



Kennedy believes if he is elected to the White House he can clean out government

corruption because he knows where it is, what it stems from and how to correct it



https://www.amazon.com/American-Values-Lessons-Learned-Family/dp/0062845918
javascript:void(0)
https://www.mercola.com/forms/background.htm


His 2021 book, "The Real Anthony Fauci," became a runaway best seller, selling over a

million copies, despite unprecedented censorship. In this interview, Kennedy, an

attorney, reviews some of the lawsuits Dled by Children's Health Defense (CHD),

founded by Kennedy in 2018 (was World Mercury Project in 2016), and why he

believes he can "drain the swamp" and clean up our federal agencies if elected

president of the United States.

The Trusted News Initiative Lawsuit

One of the most recent lawsuits is the antitrust lawsuit against the Trusted News

Initiative (TNI). I and several other journalists and news organizations that have been

censored during the pandemic are also plaintiffs in this lawsuit. As explained by

Kennedy:

"The Trusted News Initiative lawsuit applies antitrust laws against this really

shocking agreement made at the onset of the pandemic, initiated by the BBC.

The BBC … is not oAcially a government agency. It's a government-supported

network that is supposed to have walls between itself and the government,

but recent scandals in Britain have exposed how closely the BBC works with

the British Intelligence Agency, MI5, particularly in censoring information on

certain subjects, including public health.

This is now well-established. We don't know how much the British

Intelligence Agency had to do with kicking off the TNI, but the BBC

approached a dozen top news organizations in the United States, including

The New York Times and The Washington Post … and the social media

networks … proposing they all censor information that did not comport with

government proclamations during the pandemic."

Importantly, a memorandum by the BBC states that independent news sites are

"existential competitors" and a threat to the mainstream media business model and

https://www.amazon.com/Real-Anthony-Fauci-Democracy-Childrens/dp/1510766804


must be crushed.

Eliminating "competition" (which we're not) was the entire purpose behind TNI, so the

basis for the lawsuit is that TNI is violating the Sherman Antitrust Act. As explained

by Kennedy, the BBC is using its market power and illegal collaboration with other

leading market actors to crush smaller competitors.

First Amendment Cases

The CHD has also Dled a number of First Amendment cases, including one against

Facebook, which censored the CHD and many other sites. Now, Facebook, as a

private company, has the right to censor anyone it wants, for any reason.

However, they CANNOT do it at the behest of the government. If they become

government surrogates for censorship — which is what they've become — then the

First Amendment, the right to free speech, is implicated.

"What we've said is that they were taking orders from government oAcials,"

Kennedy says. "When we Oled the lawsuit, we knew that was happening, but

we did not have the positive proof. Now we do. We have internal memos that

show Anthony Fauci collaborating on the censorship with Mark Zuckerberg.

And we now know that Twitter had offered a portal to the FBI and CIA to

censor people who did not go along with the government narrative, and that

they were aggressively using it. We found emails where the White House

speciOcally asks Twitter to censor Robert Kennedy. So, we have a number of

those lawsuits out there."

We're Fighting an Uphill Battle

The censorship has caused many of us in independent, alternative media to lose huge



amounts of money as we can no longer reach our audiences. And while Kennedy

hopes to be able to recover some of these lost revenues, that alone will not effect

change.

While the U.S. government and mainstream media are clearly engaged in illegal

activity, there's really no penalty for it unless you sue them, and even if you win, the

punitive damages are not going to be severe enough to force a change in behavior. At

best, lawsuits bring public attention to the problem and cause embarrassment, which

might curtail it somewhat.

Twitter Files Reveal the Breadth of the Illegal Collusion

On the upside, we now know a lot about how they operate because of the Twitter Dles,

released by Elon Musk. As noted by Kennedy, it's far worse than any of us initially

suspected. For example, the FBI has a portal into social media that allows it to

remove posts and accounts it doesn't like.

"That is scary. That is against everything our country was founded on,"

Kennedy says. "The single most important premise was that citizens ought

to be able to criticize government, which was not true for the American

revolutionary generation. You could be punished for criticizing the king.

And they said, we don't want that anymore. We're going to have free speech

for all. We're going to make sure that there's a ferment, that there is a million

different ideas bouncing around. And 'misinformation,' for better or worse, is

constitutionally protected speech.

There are forms of speech that are not constitutionally protected. Inciting

violence is not constitutionally protected. Child pornography is not

constitutionally protected … But telling a lie to somebody is. It has to be that

way because once you appoint an arbiter to tell what's true and what's not

true, you'll end up getting one version of truth, and it ultimately will not be the



true one."

Many Were Paid to Lie

Indeed, if the last three years have taught us anything, it's that self-appointed "arbiters

of truth" get it wrong most, if not all, of the time. And, as noted by Kennedy, the crime

is not being wrong. The crime is censoring anybody who disagrees, so people never

even have the opportunity to discover the error, including themselves (if ignorance is

in fact the case).

"In May 2020, I published a post that said the vaccines are going to be DOA,

they're dead on arrival, because the monkey studies just came out and they

don't prevent transmission," Kennedy says. "This was before the rollout.

I was like, 'We were looking at their own monkey studies and the

concentrations of COVID-19 viruses or SARS-CoV-2 viral loading in the

nasopharynxes of the macaque monkeys that they had vaccinated was

identical to the loading in the unvaccinated monkeys once they were exposed

to the disease.'

So, they knew at that time that this vaccine could not prevent transmission.

Everybody knew that. And yet they were saying out loud, 'It can prevent

transmission.' They had no right, no reason, to say that other than to fool the

public.

And then they were censoring people like me who were saying, 'Wait a

minute, how's this possible? How can you possibly make this claim? Of

course it's not going to prevent transmission.' So, the crime is not being

wrong. Anybody can be wrong. The crime is censoring people who were right

or who had alternative viewpoints that prevented them from ever getting

anything right.



Listen, if I had to predict what's going to happen now, it's very clear, this isn't a

speculation. The Biden administration is trying to give the WHO [World Health

Organization] these preemptive powers to declare future pandemics based

upon no evidence. So, all they have to say is there's a pandemic …

And when you declare a pandemic, not only does it give the government

extraordinary powers, it gives the pharmaceutical industry immunity from

liability. It gives doctors immunity from liability, which is accompanied, of

course, by impunity and bad judgment. It also loosens up billions of dollars in

subsidies and cash to promote the business models of those pharmaceutical

companies.

At least now, we have an independent power to say, 'We don't believe WHO

and we're not going to go along with this global emergency.' Right now we're

about to sign a treaty that will give that power to the WHO. So Jeremy Farrar,

who was one of the masterminds of this PSYOP — he was the guy who hid

the COVID coverup. He manipulated the Lancet studies. He directed all these

virologists who believed that it came from a lab… to say that it didn't.

Because of the control he has over the funding of virology and infectious

disease, and biomedical research globally, he was able to marshal these core

groups of virologists who just lied to us openly. And then they all got payoffs

from Fauci.

Kristian Andersen, Ph.D., got $9 million after he lied to us. Eddie Holmes got

$9 million to lie. All the guys who participated in the Lancet paper and the

Nature Medicine papers — the ones that were then cited by all of the

journalists in the world to say it's been proven there's no such thing as a lab

leak — we now have their emails.

And all those guys believed it was a lab leak, secretly, privately … but they

were telling the public it wasn't. And they all got payoffs of millions and



millions of dollars."

No Evidence to Support Childhood Vaccination Schedule

As noted by Kennedy, the entire Deld of virology is basically operating as a criminal

enterprise. They never have to prove anything and they're never accountable. For

example, they don't have to prove that vaccines actually work, or that it's safe to take

multiple vaccines at the same time.

"By 'work,' I mean Ove years from now, you're more likely to be healthier if you

got the vaccine than if you didn't. If you show me that, I'll take all the vaccines

in the world," Kennedy says. "But there are no studies that support that, and

they're able to escape the standard safety testing, placebo-controlled trials,

prelicensure trials that are de rigueur for every other medicine except for

vaccines."

Seventy-two doses of 16 vaccines are now recommended for American children by

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. States have the right to mandate

them as they see Dt, and in California and New York, all 16 vaccines are mandated.

But whether they're mandated or not, there's tremendous pressure to take them all. 

In California and New York, you can't even get a medical exemption. Technically, both

states allow medical exemptions, but no doctor will write you one because they risk

losing their medical license if they do.

"They're mandating these 72 doses of 16 vaccines, and they've never tested a

single one … in a placebo-controlled study. They have no idea what the risk

proOle is for these medicines and they're mandating them to healthy people …

You're taking healthy people with functioning immune systems and you're

forcing them to take something that you don't know what the outcomes of

are. It is criminal," Kennedy says.



Will We See Kennedy in the Presidential Race? 

Kennedy recently announced he's considering entering the presidential race if he can

garner enough support. Considering two members of the Kennedy family have

already been murdered, this requires quite a bit of courage. Clearly, there are risks

involved anytime you try to change a corrupt system from within. Kennedy comments:

"I haven't made the decision yet, but I'm leaning towards doing it. It's going to

give me an opportunity, as it makes it much more diAcult for them to censor

me, [to] talk about all these issues for the Orst time without censorship and

connect them.

I've been an environmental attorney and advocate for 40 years, and I saw the

impact of agency capture. That's why I was able to recognize it so easily

when I saw it in the pharmaceutical industry. All these agencies are captured.

The pharmaceutical industry owns the National Institutes of Health … CDC,

FDA. The coal and oil industry and the pesticide industry own the

Environmental Protection Agency.

I was on the trial team in the Monsanto case, which ended up with a $13

billion settlement. We had three trials in a row … [and] we did a lot of

discovery. We were able to Ond secret EPA papers that showed the head of

the EPA pesticide division for a decade was a man who was secretly working

for Monsanto.

So Monsanto was actually directing his movements. In one of the emails we

found, Monsanto instructed him to kill a study that was being done by

another agency, the Agency for Toxic Substance Control, ATSDR. It's a

smaller agency that focuses just on toxins that's separate from EPA.

He'd always been able to control the EPA studies and to Ox them. But now

here's another agency that Monsanto has no control over that's actually going



to do an independent study on the carcinogenicity of Roundup and

glyphosate.

They were desperate to kill that study and he said, 'I'm going to kill that study

for you, but you need to give me a gold medal when I do that.' So, these were

the kind of correspondence he had with his true boss, Monsanto. And this,

unfortunately, is true in all the federal agencies."

Democracy Has Been Subverted

As noted by Kennedy, most government agencies have been captured by the

industries they're supposed to regulate, and as a result, democracy has been

subverted, as they're no longer working for the American people. They're working for

big corporations that are constantly putting proDt above safety.

"There's now a perfect merger of state and corporate power in this country,"

Kennedy says, "and the system is rigged against the middle class and the

poor. And by the way, among the captured agencies are the CIA and the

Pentagon, which have been captured by military contractors, and they don't

care how much the Ukraine war costs us.

Nobody cares because they're killing Ukrainians, not American kids. So it's

the perfect war for them. And we ship over $112 billion and who gets that? It

bounces. A lot of it goes into Zelenskyy's pocket and then it's bounced back

to General Dynamics and all the military contractors. They then hire all the

generals when they leave the Pentagon.

Those are the generals you see on CNN every night, gravely saying we need

to defend the people of Ukraine. But they're working for General Dynamic,

stuAng their pockets with the money we're sending over there. I'm not saying

that we shouldn't be helping the Ukrainian people or that Vladimir Putin isn't a

thug and a gangster …



But we need to understand that we have intelligence agencies and military

agencies whose job it is … to destroy American democracy from within. And

that those agencies, their job is to provide a constant pipeline of new wars

that are going to feed the military industrial complex which owns them.

Look, we gave a $112 billion to Ukraine already. The entire budget of CDC is

$12 billion. The entire budget of EPA I think is around $11 billion. And we

have a crisis in this country. We have a child health crisis — 54% of our

children have chronic disease and we don't know what's causing it.

We have kids going to dilapidated schools. Our infrastructure is falling apart.

We have a middle class in this country has been hollowed out and destroyed

and we need to start paying attention to these problems here at home and

solving them."

DOT — Another Example of a Captured Agency

The toxic train wreck in East Palestine, Ohio, is another example of what happens

when regulatory agencies are captured. According to Kennedy, Norfolk Southern

Railway has a weekly revenue of $1.5 billion, and its cap for safety violations is

$225,000. So, there's no incentive for the railway to make sure safety regulations are

followed.

Its lackadaisical approach to safety has now contaminated an entire region and

destroyed the lives of several hundred residents, yet the penalty is barely a drop in

their revenue bucket. And again, the reason they're getting away with this is because

the Department of Transportation (DOT) is wholly captured by the big railroad

companies.

"I like Pete [Buttigieg], but he's not a guy who looks at that agency and says, 'I

know it's a captured agency and I'm going to weed out the people who are

corrupt, I'm going to make the trains run on time, I'm going to make sure they



have two engineers and I'm going to make sure they're using electronic

controlled brakes and not the brakes they used in the civil war' — which is

what was on this train …

Why is that? Because [the DOT is] a captured agency. The electronic brakes

would've cost $3 billion to put on their entire keet. That is two weeks of

revenue for that company, but they rather spent the money on lobbyists,

make sure they didn't have to do that, and then they took the cash and did a

stock buyback.

So, they all are getting rich and the people in East Palestine are now drinking

poisoned water, their cats are dying, their cows are dying and their children

are now exposed to dioxin. A single molecule of dioxin can cause cancer. It is

the most toxic molecule that we know of in the universe that's not

radioactive. It's horrendously toxic, and it's now spread over the landscape …"

Why Kennedy Believes He Can Root Out the Corruption

As explained by Kennedy, politicians may start out believing their own campaign

promise to end corruption but, in the end, they simply don't know how to Dx the

problem. They don't know how to clean up these agencies. Even presidents have been

powerless in this regard.

"You can't go into an agency with 30,000 or 60,000 employees and Ox it

overnight unless you know exactly where the problem is," Kennedy says. "So,

they appoint a guy to run that agency who's usually from the industry … And

that guy doesn't know how to Ox it either. So, he relies on the department

heads and the branch heads within that agency, and they're all corrupt and

have been there 50 years, like Fauci …

Some of the politicians are even worse. They just get co-opted. They're

taking money from the industry and become slaves to the congressional



committee chairs who are all on the take … I feel I can Ox this problem like

nobody else can, because I know how these agencies work.

I know the individuals in these agencies who need to be moved to Nome,

Alaska, and the ones who have been doing favors, who are in the tank with

the industry. I know the databases that we need to open and make public so

that the independent scientists can do their jobs.

I know how to stop the corruption in the universities by telling the universities

you're not getting money anymore to do these phony pharmaceutical industry

studies, or oil industry studies.

I know how to send my attorney general after the journals like the Lancet and

The New England Journal of Medicine and sue them for racketeering, saying,

'You are not telling the truth. You're claiming to tell the truth to people about

medicine, but you guys admit it's not the truth. It's pharmaceutical industry

propaganda.'

All these agencies have that same kind of structure, and I've spent 40 years

suing them. I've spent 20 years suing the United States Department of

Agriculture for doing favors for SmithOeld Foods, Tyson Food, Bo Pilgrim,

Cargill and Monsanto. It's a captive agency …

I feel like I should do this, and that it will give me a chance to talk to the

American people. If people want to hear the truth, I'll win. If they want

business as usual, then I won't. But for me it's irrelevant. I'm going to Oght as

hard as I can to win. But my only real concern is to leave this process with my

integrity intact and my family.

If I can protect my family and have my integrity, then I've done what I'm

supposed to do. If I didn't do this, I would feel like it was an opportunity that I

had missed. I might, if I can win, change things. And I know how to change



things probably better than any politician who has run in the last 20 years …

A lot of the changes that I could make are changes that I wouldn't need

Congress for — how to restructure the agencies, including the intelligence

agencies, so that they begin to work for the American people and for actual

national security rather than what they've been doing.

My father had a plan for reorganizing the CIA that I think is still relevant today

… The problem is the espionage aspect of the CIA … [It should be]

information gathering and analysis to the president to make better decisions,

but that's not what the agency ended up doing …

It has nothing in its charter that it would allow it to do paramilitary operations

to Ox elections, assassinate leaders, kidnap, kill people, torture people. None

of that was part of its initial mission.

[Allen] Dulles [the founding director of the CIA] snuck that in through

generous interpretations of some of the charter provisions. And then what

happened, the plans division, which is the dirty tricks division, became the

tail that was wagging the espionage dog.

And the espionage function of CIA, it should be oversight of the plans

division. They should be antagonistic towards each other … The problem with

the CIA is it has never learned from mistakes. It never does, because there's

never any accountability … Patriotism means a faithfulness to the United

States Constitution above all. Above all. And if you don't know that, you

shouldn't be in government."

How You Can Support Kennedy's Presidential Bid

If you want to support Kennedy in his bid for president of the United States, be sure to

visit TeamKennedy.com. For updates on the litigation Kennedy is involved in, sign up

https://www.teamkennedy.com/


for the CDH newsletter, The Defender, on Childrenshealthdefense.org.

Login or Join to comment on this article

 

Guillermou

Robert F. Kennedy as President of the United States would be a guarantee for the defense of health and

freedom with repercussions throughout the world. We also need Dr. Mercola to be part of his team. The

demands presented and the actions carried out by Robert F. Kennedy and Dr. Mercola are a guarantee

of a great government for the people with defense of food, agriculture, true medicine and all the factors

that affect a digniDed life and a defense of nature. The articles and from CHD and from Dr. Mercola's

website are a projection of a better future.

“WILL KNOW THEM BY THEIR FRUITS “: RFK, JR.’S HISTORIC SPEECH AT LINCOLN MEMORIAL —

DEMOCRACY IN AN ERA OF INTRUSIVE TECHNOLOGIES

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-speech-defeat-the-mandates/  (2022) .----RFK, JR. TELLS

HEALTH FREEDOM ADVOCATES: THIS IS THE HILL WE WILL DIE ON’

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-robert-f-kennedy-jr-mary-holla..  (2021).----- MEGYN KELLY

INTERVIEWS RFK, JR. ON FAUCI, VACCINES, BIG PHARMA AND THE KENNEDY FAMILY

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/megyn-kelly-rfk-jr-fauci-vaccines-..  (2022).---- THOUSANDS

PROTEST VACCINE MANDATES, CALL FOR HEALTH FREEDOM AT NEW YORK CITY RALLY FEATURING

ROBERT F.

KENNEDY, JR. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-protest-vaccine-mandates..  (2022)

.-----MANDATES AND FREEDOM DON’T MIX’ — 30,000+ RALLY IN DC TO FIGHT FOR OUR

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mandates-freedom-rally-dc-constitu..

 (2022)
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Guillermou

In the lawsuit, Dled by F. Kennedy, Dr. Mercola Jr. and others against the Trusted News Initiative,

which partnered with Big Tech companies to censor online news, Kennedy told CHD: “My uncle,

President Kennedy, and my father, the attorney general, sought to prosecute antitrust laws that are

still on the nation’s books, with vigor."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/lawsuit-trusted-news-initiative-an..  (2023).-----------

PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY: HIS LIFE AND PUBLIC ASSASSINATION BY THE CIA. A War Hero

Who Was Appalled By War

www.globalresearch.ca/president-john-f-kennedy-life-public-assassinati..  (11/22/2022).----- .-----

Some of the most recent books by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.: ----1)The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates,

Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health (CHD).

Robert F. Kennedy ----2)"Cause Unknown": The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 & 2022 (CHD).

Ed Dowd y Robert F. Kennedy Jr. ----3)Vax-Unvax: Let the Science Speak (CHD) por Robert F.

Kennedy Jr. y Brian Hooker -----4)The Wuhan Cover-Up: How US Health Oncials Conspired with the

Chinese Military to Hide the Origins of COVID-19 (CHD). Robert F. Kennedy Jr. ----5)A Letter to

Liberals: Censorship and COVID: An Attack on Science and American Ideals (CHD). Robert F.

Kennedy Jr.-------- 6)ProDles of the Vaccine-Injured: "A Lifetime Price to Pay" (CHD and Robert F.

Kennedy Jr.
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BigSetch

RFK Jnr was opposed by many of his family regarding his stance on Jabba... One thing we are

vulnerable to is the threat to our family. He would have been able to convince them re the truth; no

doubt, and yet they still criticised him. It is far easier today to present such a threat, let alone carry

it out. I think it would require some sort of a coalition between him and D.T. with an ENORMOUS

turnout at election time.
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juststeve

Great links Gui, it is so frustrating so much of the information, the links you are sharing, have been

hidden from the General Public with massive Propaganda, Smears, Censorship Campaigns. RFK's

run may be the Dnal drop to Dll the bucket to have the ability to pursue sanity.
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grulla

With all the above said, perhaps RFK Jr. should run as Trump's VP??? That way, Trump would get a

lot of good health advice. Oh, and Dr. Mercola would be Trump's Secretary of Health, and with

Ronnie Cummins in charge of the USDA. :-)
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forbiddenhealing

We can always dream of a utopian society, yet the onus rests on the individual and the

people....Hopes of a messiah to lead us by the hand have never materialized, promises never

panned out as with 8yrs of "The Brown Jesus" and 4yrs of "Orange Man." Well organized global

parasites get their way, one way or tother...The rabble is always fooled, and it takes years for em to

get a clue...censored speech and media slant are too powerful to ever expect integrity in

leadership...Only corruption rules....Seizing personal sovereignty is a way out of avoiding mass

insanity until the "Volcano Blows!" Brandon, Bebe and Boris have all but buried Western civilization.

The empire is in collapse..been lying for far tooo long.
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Guillermou

Let's start with a good president who can establish an open dialogue and unite citizens to combat

the big military, agri-food and pharmaceutical lobbies, as well as the mandates of the WEF that is

building a globalized world to better manage its interests through a self-selected coalition of

multinational corporations, governments and civil society organizations, through initiatives such as

the Great Reset and the Global Redesign. There are three things the WEF needs to destroy to

consolidate its power: national sovereignty, civil rights, and faith in our Creator. Only the Drst can

be destroyed. To ensure a successful global transformation into full-blown tyranny and fascism,

the First Amendment to the US Constitution has to go, according to European Commission Vice

President Jourov.

At the WEF's annual meeting in Davos, Jourov announced that the United States will "soon" pass

laws to criminalize "hate speech," ending free speech once and for all. Sovereignty has been

experiencing gradual degradation for decades. Schwab and the WEF have become instruments to

carry out the orders of the elite: a visible elite of the usual suspects, the billionaire

“philanthropists”, who Dnance and help organize disruptive social movements around the world.

The invisible corporate Dnancial giants, plus the tech titans who literally rule the world from the

shadows of their sinister cult ediDce, are the ones who run the WEF, the WHO, the entire UN system,

the FED, World Bank, IMF, Bank for International Settlement (BIS), as well as Washington itself, the

Pentagon, NATO and Brussels - the siege of the European Union. The technocratic and

transhumanist elite have ambitions for total domination of humanity, not only physical control, but

also psychological control using technological and pharmacological implements to sacriDce and

direct humanity.
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Guillermou

The globalist elite wants among other actions of the 2030 Agenda: 1) Subject the people to hunger

with Energy and Food Crises in the context of a New System for Energy, Climate and Nature. 2)

Create bankruptcy with a high insation, low growth, high debt economy in the context of a new

system of investment, trade and infrastructure. 3) Exploit the crisis they created with social

vulnerabilities in the context of a new system of work, skills and care. 4) Exploit the war in Ukraine

and exploit the crises that it generated by serving the military, pharmaceutical and agri-food

lobbies.
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Guillermou

Much work ahead to improve the economic, political and medical situation in the United States:

FEDS USING BANKING CRISIS TO USHER IN CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY, EXPERTS WARN

Experts warn that recent bank failures and the stabilization measures taken by the Federal Reserve

and Wall Street are creating even greater bank consolidation — which could further pave the way

for a central bank digital currency.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/banking-crisis-central-bank-digita..  (03/23/2023) . HOW

RICH EUGENICISTS WEAPONIZED MEDICINE History recap reveals the 100 year path to the

covid-crimes-against-humanity Early in the twentieth century, the Rockefellers and the Carnegies

were deeply involved in eugenics.

The Carnegies and the Rockefellers worked with Abraham Flexnor to invade human health care.

They created a medical monopoly that has persisted since then. Their deception and this

monopoly resulted in profound deterioration of what was once a robust and diverse free-market

human health care sector. What ensued was more than a century of deception, poison based

“health care”, chronic disease, and a high-proDt, recurrently-criminal, pharmacologic industry that

has Dlled grave yards and destroyed lives.

In the 2020’s this medical-hospital-industrial complex was used to create the atrocities of the

covid-genocide and extensive violations of human rights globally. Here in under 10 minutes, Dr

Glidden gives a great concise history lesson. This will help us remedy our situation, and not be

lured into a similar trap in the future

drtrozzi.org/2023/03/26/how-rich-eugenicists-weaponized-medicine/  (03/26/2023)
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sueblue100

Mercola on the team would be a good idea no matter who is president, if you ask me. I think even

his party would interfere with him becoming president.
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tbran10

I pray for his safety. His nephew JFK Jr. was by accident?
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Almond

Pass this on and help inform others. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr..   Watch My Speech at New Hampshire

Institute of Politics robertfkennedyjr.substack.com/p/rfk-jr-new-hampshire-institute-politic..  This

lasts over an hour, so put it on while you are working in the kitchen or traveling somewhere. The

longer you watch it the better it gets. RFK, Jr. is very open and well-prepared to answer questions

on any topic. He has a good understanding of law and science.
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FainZi

If only the elections were not already rigged - I feel he could win! Sadly, I'd love to believe it was

possible! He'd be a true leader for good. His uncle was killed for his outstanding leadership - and

from what I've heard and read, it was our own government that arranged it. I shed so many tears

when it happened in 1963 - I was in my Drst year of college watching TV at a friend's house. I'll

never forget it.
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merculo

Sadly, JFK is the LAST person on earth who the American establishment (either party) would allow

to enter the white house. His family's party is the party of big pharma now - so there is no chance

in this world. And of course the GOP is just the political nemesis of his family's dynasty. His only

chance of running would be as an independent.... But then, just ask Mr Bloomberg: Is one BILLION

DOLLARS enough to Dnance a campaign?
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ragus

Gui, check out this interview with another vaccine skeptic Dr. Paul Marik "Spike-Related Diseases,

Gaslighting of the Vaccine Injured, and the Suppression of Early Treatment"

www.theepochtimes.com/dr-paul-marik-spike-related-diseases-gaslighting.. . Marik mentions the

only double blind vaccine study (targeting Bluetongue sheep disease) where they used a neutral

saline solution in the placebo injections, as opposed to another toxic concoction, to camousage

the damage, as they normally do. The sheep who got aluminium injected acted more docile and

compliant, and eventually showed signs of dementia, became lethargic, and died.

The researchers then observed "an acute phase that affects less than 0.5 % of sheep" and "a

chronic phase is seen in a higher proportion of socks, it can follow the acute phase, and it is

triggered by external stimuli, mostly low temperatures. The chronic phase begins with an

excitatory phase, followed by weakness, extreme cachexia, tetraplegia and death.".

"Autoimmune/autoinsammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants (ASIA syndrome) in commercial

sheep". From pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23579772 . Immunol Res. 2013 Jul;56(2-3):317-24. doi:

10.1007/s12026-013-8404-0. With Robert F. Kennedy Jr. as president, maybe Marik can become

Secretary of Health and Human Services?
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dianna1189

I was in the second grade when President Kennedy was assassinated. It was like my Drst death in the

family. My mother mourned for weeks and months on end. She bought every book and magazine on his

assassination and presidency. I did not understand so in the following years I began to read that

material. The Secret Service, LBJ and Lady Bird urged Jackie to change her bloodied pink suit after her

husband's brains were literally blown out in front of her. Her response was: "Let the people see what

"they" have done." George Bush Sr., working for the CIA at the time, does not remember where he was

when President Kennedy was assassinated.

Bobby Kennedy is assassinated in his bid for the presidency. Jackie's response to Bobby's

assassination was: "My God, "they" are killing Kennedy's". Shortly after she married Aristotle Onnasis

and moved to Greece to raise John and Caroline. Senator Ted Kennedy has the "accident" involving the

death of a woman dashing any hopes to run for a presidential bid.

Bush Jr. was in once when JFK Jr's plane went down. Jackie Kennedy adamantly did not want JFK Jr.

to get his pilot's license. He waited until after her death to get his pilot's license. Caroline Kennedy

withdrew her bid for the NY Senate seat. All coincidences or bad luck? I think not. As much as I believe

Bobby Kennedy Jr. would make an effective President, the US Military Industrial Complex, the CIA and

the Davos Group would never allow him to live to be elected, let alone inaugurated as President of the

United States of America.
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FNazar

Apparently, so we thought about Trump, yet he won the Drst time... but now elections are rigged:

Why is the system rigged and how to solve it:

scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../the-2020-american-coup

 scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../j6-what-you-need-to-know

 scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../democracy-democrazy

 scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../reinventing-democracy
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dianna1189

FNazar, yes I do believe "they" have reDned their tactics to circumvent the will of the people and the

US Constitution.
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Guillermou

A great president who Drmly rejected the war: PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY: HIS LIFE AND

PUBLIC ASSASSINATION BY THE CIA After going through the Bay of Pigs, Cuban Missile Crisis and

many other military cliffhangers, Kennedy underwent a deep metanoia, a spiritual transformation,

from Cold Warrior to peacemaker. He came to regard the generals who advised him as devaluing

human life and hell-bent on launching nuclear wars. And he was well aware that his growing

resistance to war had put him on a dangerous collision course with those generals and the CIA. On

numerous occasions, he spoke of the possibility of a military coup d’tat against him. The night

before his trip to Dallas, he told his wife, “But, Jackie, if somebody wants to shoot me from a

window with a rise, nobody can stop it, so why worry about it.”[xxi] And we know that nobody did try

to stop it because they had planned his execution from multiple locations to assure its success.

www.globalresearch.ca/president-john-f-kennedy-life-public-assassinati..  (11/22/2022)
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sueblue100

Third grade here. Jr. Another very good Dlm I rented from Amazon Prime video was The American

Media and the Second Assassination of JFK. I would even consider voting for Bobby Jr. if Trump

doesn't make it.
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Almond

This was the beginning of a very strange period of history that may still be ongoing. The death of

JFK was followed by Oswald and Ruby. The tall, black-clad nun, who was our principal, entered our

classroom and spoke in whispers to our teacher. We were informed that the president had been

assassinated in Dallas. I don't think I knew what the word assassinated meant back them. Maybe

not even understanding "murder" because reporting on such events was not covered in our local

newspaper.

"Killing" was a neutral term and might refer to my aunt chopping off a chicken's head before

serving it up for Sunday dinner. We really were that isolated and naive back then. We lived our lives

and trusted our government leaders. (Some families may have fought and drank, but we did not

see drug overdoses and daily murders.) After the announcement in my classroom, I did not really

understand what had happened. Dallas was so far from the city limits of my then rural town that it

might as well have been on Mars.

The names of big cities were just meaningless words I heard in school. It was hard to imagine a

distance much farther than the 2 nearby bordering states. All I knew from the sad shocked looks

on the faces of grown-ups was that something really terrible had just happened that would change

our lives forever. I remember seeing JFK on a soat that came thru our town for some kind of

holiday parade. He was a handsome man of incredible energy. He was speaking naturally and

without notes.

Many short sound bites that we now recall. He said, "If you like things the way they are, vote for my

opponent. If you want to see change, vote for me." (something like that) In our strongly Catholic

town, many people voted for him simply because he was the Drst Catholic president. In our

conservative area, Catholics and "publics" did not socialize with each other. There was no

animosity, but each group kept to themselves and believed they were better than the other. That

was just the way it was.
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otis101

In 1963 I was stationed at Quantico, VA USMC, 30 miles south of D.C. & Arlington, VA. I got out in

July '63 and moved to Arlington. In November I walked to the Arlington cemetery and stood by the

gate as the long line of JFK's funeral passed by. Such a sad day for me and the world.
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jh1ntz

God bless RFK, Jr. I might vote for him even though I'm a Republican. The only thing that gives me

pause is the pro-abortion plank in his platform. How can he be a defender of children and yet ignore

the most vulnerable of them?

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Country_Me

Both political sides want more wars which kills a lot of innocent people including children and

babies. Trump vetoed Stop the War in Yemen Act which has killed how many? Kennedy gives

parents the knowledge to do what's best for them when it comes to the jabs but he can't make

them. No one makes them have an abortion, either. I am personally against abortion EXCEPT when

the life of the mother is at stake but too many go to the extreme being against abortion where

doctors have to worry if they will be put in jail if they save the life of a mother. I am NOT a Biden or

Trump supporter but I would vote for Kennedy, Jr. I don't believe it's ignoring abortion just because

the mother is given the right to choose.
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66stanggirl

While I 100% respect what RFK Jr has done for children’s well-being, his research and ongoing work

regarding COVID misrepresentations, I am not sure that this country can take any more Democratic

rule. I have followed his work closely, especially over the last three years and he has truly exposed lies

and corruption regarding people’s health and choices in that respect, however, it has never been more

clear that Democratic values and alignments are what America needs to move away from before we

completely implode.
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Country_Me

Democratic Rule? Republican Rule? When so many on both sides want more wars. Have the same

Corporate donors they serve I don't see much difference on some issues. Kennedy, Jr. would be

moving away from the Democratic rule as far as the rule they have had with the vaccines and

mandates. As a Independent there are issues on both sides some I agree with some I disagree with

but I put our freedoms at the top of my list and I do believe Kennedy, Jr. would do that going by his

record.
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Pete.Smith

Thanks dr. Mercola for this informative article about the collapse of the USA by corporate corruption.

Again we see banks and infrastructure collapsing. The war in Ukraine promotes that collapse also.

Blowing up the Nord Stream gas pipeline didn't hurt Russia much, but it did hurt the economies of

Europe, because no more cheap gas. So it is an attack on US allies in Europe, which also backDres to

the US in several ways. Now China (and India) gets much more gas and oil with 25% discount from

Russia so they can better compete with the US and EU.

During a recent visit of president Xi to Russia an agreement was made to double the gas and oil

pipelines to China, and more access to other Russian natural resources and China can pay with their

own currency the yuan, replacing dollars. Also a defense pact was signed. So pushing for more war in

Ukraine, instead of peace-talks, the Biden administration has made China position much, much

stronger, and the EU and US weaker. Also Saudi Arabia has turned their back to the USA recently,

getting closer to China, Syria and Iran.

RFK jr. is a great guy, but it is an illusion to think that being president he can change the corrupt

system. His father couldn't, His uncle JFK couldn't, Donald Trump couldn't drain the swamp, because

the dark swamp Dghts back in dirty ways. The whole US political system and government agencies are

corrupt. I think RFK jr. can do more for the USA writing books and exposing the criminals, because as

president he would not have time doing that.

Also he doesn't look healthy to me, his red face and white hair is an indication of

oxidation/insammation. His hoarse voice is also a problem to do many speeches and debates.

Kennedy suffers from spasmodic dysphonia, a neurological disorder that affects the muscles in the

voice box. The muscles inside the folds move involuntarily and spasm, interfering with the vibrations.

As a result, the voice sounds strained and shaky, distracting from his important messages.
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FNazar

In each country, state or county, we urgently need norms (a presidential decree, federal or state

laws, or council norms), which would state, under severe penalty for non-compliance (even to their

heirs if that is known after they died), that anyone should disclose if they belong to a secret society,

especially those with the requirement to obey secret orders, such as all lodges and freemasonic

and luciferian/satanic type of societies. Penalties should be even more severe with all stake

holders involved in or with all the 3 branches of government (even suppliers and candidates),

Dnance (especially, banks, funds, listed corporations) and especially, the armed forces, even the

police (that's the reason they' didn't protect the country against blatant constitutional violations).

If this law passes, you'd learn that all listed Dnancial and corporate boards are controlled by

freemasons, all the Democrats and especially all the Republicans voting for gender ideology were

freemasons, all politicians members of the CFR or attending Sun Valley are freemasons, most of

the Supreme Court and lesser courts, all dominant media CEOs are freemasons. Only then people

will ask for change, for example, a law barring them from all such positions.

There's no deep state just freemasonry. There are no conspiracies, just freemason plots. There's no

democracy with freemasonry, only conspiracy. There’s no 2030 globalism without freemasonry.

Freemasonry is the enemy of the people. Sooner or later, by 2030 freedom communities/puches

will be prosecuted as infection pockets to be sent to FEMA concentration camps. So, there’s no

way out of this dystopian future except full involvement in politics:

scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../the-plan-revealed
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markuzick

In addition to your good points, the thing about him I Dnd most disturbing is his conviction that he

can reform agencies that are inherently evil in concept and that should be abolished. He has good

intentions, but his belief that he can be a benevolent tyrant, in the unlikely event of his political

victory, guarantees disaster. Giving up his good work to enter into politics would be tragic.
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Guillermou

We must consider the big lobbies. The lobbies of Big Capital run the world, especially the military,

agri-food and pharmaceutical sectors. The corruption of big pharma exposed by whistleblowers in

recent years. The endless chain of Big Pharma lawsuits revealing fraud, deception and cover-ups.

In 1973, PDzer and other pharmaceutical companies were richer than most countries in the world

and spent much of their astronomical proDts on lobbying than any other industry in the United

States, with preference given to contributions to the highest-ranking legislators in Congress, you

know, who they have to keep in their corner because they have the power to write health care laws.

To truly understand the power of Big Pharma, we must understand how the American Legislative

Exchange Council (ALEC) works.

ALEC, which was founded in 1973 by conservative activists working on Ronald Reagan's campaign,

is a top-secret pay-for-share operation in which corporate lobbyists, including the pharmaceutical

industry, hold conDdential meetings on "model" bills. A large portion of these bills eventually pass

and become law. Over the years, ALEC has promoted many other pro-pharmaceutical bills that

would: weaken FDA oversight of new drugs and therapies, limit FDA authority over drug

advertising, and oppose regulations on Dnancial incentives for physicians to prescribe speciDc

drugs. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/system-rigged-big-pharma-political..  (04/12/2022)
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rrealrose

Hi Pete, RFK Jrs voice was a result of a su shot he took a few years ago...happen to agree with you.

(2) important Kim Iverson interviews were posted last week that tell a similar story of what may be

ahead for the US and for all those across the ponds. Listen closely as the current Dat-money based

economic system is in a slow death spiral, my guess is Martin Armstrong's Socrates system may

have the eventual fall dated to 2032 Not a pretty picture for bankers or world economies; then

again, opportunities for major governance change may occur that we cannot yet see from here.

Here's Kim Iverson's recent interview with Ed Dowd to start off: "Slow Collapse, Controlled

Implosion - It's Gonna Be Whack-a-Mole All the Way Down Ed Dowd" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../ovyzaxd4w0D5  and if that's not bad enough, here's Martin Armstrong from a

few days earlier: Martin Armstrong The Financial Collapse is GUARANTEED What Now?  - -

www.bitchute.com/.../g8UyJUscmHP0  - - all need to focus on optimizing our health, as this solar

minimum we are living through may bring challenges beyond imagination. And pay close attention

to what Kim Iverson is reporting on, she is on target most of the time.
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joyceejohnson

The once of Pres.has become a dangerous theater of the absurd I think. The person who wins the

Pres. spot will be selected as a pawn and put into once despite votes, lets face it. Trump, a

towering patriot and freedom Dghter is of course going to try again, and Robert, beloved, hugely

experienced, a brave Kennedy, may. He is also dealing (despite a vac- sourced voice defect) ...with

the outrageous and massively grievous takeover and destruction of ...America, for starters. We

battle against the betrayal of the people of the world actually.

Our opponent? ... "those who have sold their souls." Pretty accurate altho dispelled these days for

use of a "religious," word,... I dare suggest that it is a spiritual answer and not political. In my

understanding, there is a war against and suppression of basic goodness, freedom and respect for

life; sound like communism to you? In short. But, the Heart and courage of the people if awakened

will turn the tide. Because a cosmic war is going on. Not just the "ho hum" squabble of men over

men, which is old as dust.

It's over. Scientists even say we are on an extinction cycle. I have not seen that announcement

brought up again for a long time, though the suppressed evidence around our wonderful home is

neon,... which indicates that those scientists told the Truth. It is in my and many millions of other's

view, that above and beyond the merry-go- round of waze and argument and lies, there is a

spiritual Truth that will change things. If not, we are toast.
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quiltingmatilda

If you look up Diane Rehm who has the same voice problem you can see how she remedied it. I

heard her Drst in 2008 on NPR and every time she found a new treatment for her condition she

would tell the listeners. She retired from radio in 2016 but is still going strong in podcasts,

dianerehm.org.
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steelj

The whole idea is ridiculous. He's liberal and can only run as a democrat. Democrats thoroughly dislike

decent human beings. Tulsi and Yang, politics aside, are decent people. They never broke out of single

digits. Psychopathic monsters like Biden, Warren, and Sanders are their heroes. So from a practical

standpoint it's a nonstarter. Furthermore, while I'm a big RFK fan, that's because of his work with CHD.

He's a liberal. Is he anti-2nd amendment? Is he pro-reparations? Does he think Jan-6 trespassers

should rot in jail while BLM and Antifa members loot and burn with impunity? Is he for student loan

forgiveness? Is he for bailing out basically anyone with political clout who asks for it? He's great on the

jabs. But I don't think so good on a lot else.
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Country_Me

Putting politics aside Senator Sanders is a decent person, too! When it comes to politics he's not

the worst, either. I don't know of any politician that has done as much for people as he has whether

you agree with him on issues or not. Sanders for decades have fought for people's rights,

protesting for Civil rights, protesting with union workers, protesting with Native Americans, taking

people to Canada to get meds that cost less, going up against Obama's proposed Social Security

cuts by helping start a movement against that, voting against The Patriot Act that took some of our

freedoms away while some Republicans along with Dems voted for it.

Voting against more Military Budget Increases than most if not all of the rest of them. I could go

on. I don't agree with Sanders on everything!! I know he doesn't have the best record on wars but

his record on that is better than most Dems or Republicans. I understand criticizing him on

something speciDc you disagree with but he is nothing like Biden or Warren. He said and did the

same as Tulsi and Yang did when he supported the Dem nominee.

As for the wealth he got in his later years, at least it didn't come from Big Pharma or Wall Street

and he still has less than most politicians. Whether someone agrees with him on issues or not

most would not go up against half of what he has for half the time he has. I am not a Yang, Tulsi,

Biden, Warren, Trump supporter. I could name more LOL But I would vote for Kennedy, Jr. because

at the top of my list when it comes to issues are our freedoms and Kennedy, Jr. has proven he

Dghts for them.
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092505

I agree with you steelj. I wondered these same things about RFK Jr that you mentioned, and more.

Maybe he could be Attorney General of US or department head of something else. (Dr. Mercola

also.). I don’t know his views on the many many other distractions, corruptions, problems and

craziness going on in our country. Thanks for your post!
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moebears

Bernie is a sell-out. Really look at his shenanigans. He may have been somewhate 'decent' in the

past, but not anymore. Saying he's not as bad as some is not saying much. "Lesser of two evils" is

an extremely low bar.
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carolpie

I saw this the other day:

vaccineimpact.com/2023/another-former-associate-with-jeffrey-epstein-f..
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kfont12416

Robert Kennedy Jr endorsed Hillary Clinton - beware...
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Country_Me

Did Kennedy, Jr. endorse Hillary during the primary and presidential election? Or just for the

election? There was a lot of people that endorsed her just to try to keep Trump from being elected.

I didn't vote for her, or Biden for that matter, or Trump LOL but I can understand people that think

one or the other is the greater/lesser of two evils.
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goo6050

A Democrat will always be a democrat. Never ever give them any position of leadership. Especially the

U.S. presidency. He appears to be on the side of the good guys now, but I still would NOT trust him.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Country_Me

What he has done for years is why I do trust him! No, not all Dems are the same just like not all

Republicans are the same but most on both sides want more wars and have the same donors. I've

heard Republicans recommend the jabs never mentioning the risks. Some Republicans voted with

Dems for The Patriot Act that took some of our freedoms away. I go by their record not the party.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

bburns1955

I trust HIM, but would likely NOT trust all the dems who would be around him. That's my biggest

fear, if he were to win.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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mcportaro

RFK Jr. has championed the cause against Monsanto and the “jab”. He is a democrat/liberal and we

need a president who understands that we need a wall on our southern border, knows what balanced

budgets are, limited spending to avoid excess printing of Dat currency that causes insation, get us out

of globalist thinking and a limited federal government. He is not that person! So do not jump to

conclusions just because he is anti-pharmaceutical companies!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

bburns1955

All very good points, mcportaro.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

windandrain

Three Kennedys murdered. Don’t forget John Jr. and his poor wife.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

SomeMo888

Then HRC carpetbagged the Senate seat Jr would have won.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Plume1152

And sister in law, too!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ThyroidGirl

Sweet man. I get excited when I think about him being our President. Sadly, he's already been

demonized on the media. They've already given the sheep their opinion on Bobby.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, and a great Dght ahead for the defense of people's rights: 12 RIGHTS CORPORATIONS HAVE

UNDER THE LAW — THAT YOU DON'T The modern history of corporate law is now aimed at

maximizing the limited liability of the corporation itself—and all these drives for maximum power

and control are leading to the merger of Wall Street and Washington.

childrenshealthdefense.org/.../corporate-law-inequality  (02/06/2023)

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

therealjones

Yes, but if he ran, at least his ideas would be out there for people to see.
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grulla

Agreed "Jonesy", "Nothing ventured, nothing gained".

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

therealjones

Like Ron Paul. If he hadn't run, I don't know if I would lean Libertarian today. He didn't come close to

winning, but he did change some minds.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

grulla

As did former NM Governor Gary Johnson who achieved ~9% of the vote thus making the

Libertarian Party a major party ballot status in NM. Sometimes, ya gotta crawl before you can walk.

QUESTION: Has a third party ever won a U.S. presidential election. ANSWER: Yes, Abe Lincoln ran

as the new '3rd' party Republican candidate in 1860 against two split Dems and a Constitutional

Party candidate, and WON! www.britannica.com/event/United-States-presidential-election-of-1860

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Segstar

Grulla, mon ami, yep one has to crawl before they can walk..Jest watch out for dem Aleppo

moments lol..Anyone threatening the establishment's "uniparty system," AKA the twiddle dee and

twiddle dum, will be barreled over at the back of the barn - sans the KY jelly.. lol.. Jonesy, Ron Paul

was as good as it most likely will ever get..Anyone talking about real solutions will be shut down..

Can't have anyone speaking common sense in an uncommon world...

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

epi-cure

Wow ! I didn't see that one coming. We yearn for someone with integrity in the White House and RFK

would be that guy. He says, " I know how to change things better than any politician who's run in the

last 20 years". Huh? Who might he be thinking of better or equally qualiDed to affect change than

himself since the guy who met a premature end in 1963 and the other who a similar fate in May 1968?

On the one hand he seems inexhaustible but I agree that he doesn't look healthy. EMF weaponry is so

sophisticated now that he could be murdered without anyone knowing that happened.

Such an event would deal America a severe blow. We would either be emotionally devastated to

incapacitation or all hell would break loose. IMO, our culture continues to live in Hollywood fantasies

that a hero will save us. If we citizens don't take responsibility and action at the local and county levels

of government then there's nothing RFK can do that couldn't be reversed in short order the day he

exited the presidency, unless . . . . . . . . We The People affect change locally.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Retsbew

Thank you so much, Dr. Mercola. This would be a dream come true! xxx

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Guillermou

"Life is a dream as Pedro Calderon said. We need life is a dream as the basis of knowledge and as

pragmatic ethics. The consuence of Plato's pedagogical concern, with reference, above all, to the

education of rulers and development programmatic Life is a dream presupposes the progressive

training of men, in an inevitable trend towards the bie, Man makes a transition from imagination

and conjecture to discursive knowledge and intelligence (nous) that constitute the epistem or

knowledge system of reality

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

act8531

Absolutely. He's got my vote.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

osueyedoc

Kennedy sounds good with exception of liking Major Pete!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

act8531

I have always said that I don't vote for parties. I vote for people. Although I am a registered Republican,

I would vote for RFK Jr., if he was on the presidential ticket in 2024.
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grulla

If so, I just hope that the Republicans will be Drmly in control of both the House and Senate, mainly,

if for no other reason, then to keep those corrupt commie/pinko/fascist authoritarian control freak,

big government radical Dems contained.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Country_Me

There never has been a candidate or politician that I agree with on everything. I just go by their records

especially voting records if they have one and decide which one comes closest to my views. I would

vote for Kennedy, Jr.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

MrsMarple

A bi-partisan government with Trump and Kennedy, who already know each other rather well would be

the defeat of the Deep State. Add Rand Paul, Kari Lake, more Independents and Libertarians and we

could pull this country out of this well-planned ahead nightmare.
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maui_paulyahoo.com

No, he has zero chance. We have a stolen election in 2020. Trump is the President elect. He is the only

candidate that has the support of the majority of Americans and the divide has only gotten wider.

Kennedy says nothing about whatever the DemoCrats have devolved into including the entire gender

ambiguity issue or the radicalization of the racist party. He does get the Quaxine issue right, and is

clueless about "climate change" narrative...

Posted On 03/26/2023
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juststeve

* Corruption * Corruption * Corruption. * If a Moses can lead us out of the Wilderness -(Corruption,)-

another Moses can lead us back into the Wilderness. Part of this Corruption is the 1% have carefully

crafted a foundation to suit their whims and desires by convincing the general public "We" have a

two-party winner take all system. Just who are "We?" This construct carefully hides there is a United

Party or Front behind it all so no matter who "win's" as far as appearances go on the surface, the

general direction is all tranc sows down their "two roads" leading to the same destination.

The largest possible plus in Kennedy running is if he isn't screwed over in the primary's is the

possibility to expose all the details in the above interview and more about the degree and the scope of

Corruption to the wider public. Exposing a potential path to dismantle the Corruption. To possibly have

more freedom and protection in the Primary Process to speak out and be heard. More important than

pinning on all hopes on one man, is the needed and necessary coalescence of thousands if not tens of

thousands of those people with the ability to address this corruption in cooperation and coordinated

efforts.

In a way, we, the 99% have to all be leaders doing our part when and where we can. Most of what he

discussed in the interview is not in sight for hardly anyone unless they live next door or had the effects

of one of these disasters totally destroy their lives. Others it has been a slow creep over decades as

they have tried to stay above water. Now it seems there is the possibility the other Dam is breaking.

The one holding back, the facade protecting the 1%'s from all the truth of what they have been doing

from the public.
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Guillermou

Very well developed, Just, as long as we have the lobbies and the globalist elite govern the world

there will be corruption, the crisis will devastate the economies and poverty will grow while the 1%

increase their wealth. The rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been

strengthened: insuence so that the information is the one that adjusts to the pharmaceutical lobby

and dictate laws that beneDt those in power. For this reason, any interest group yearns to hire

those who get “results”. People who spend their lives seeking political rent represent a huge

opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to insuential economic sectors.

The big technology companies and the media contribute and drive the advancement of society,

with huge amounts of money to invest and handling billions of pieces of data. They cause

tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage the market and the

competition. The lobbies try to insuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many

times their work consists not so much in pressing directly, but in generating a state of opinion in

society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they look for. In short, the

function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those

above.

It is clear that the way corporations insuence our US government is having a terrible effect on the

health of humanity. We have to Dght the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the

future of all of us is threatened. People must defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must

be put at their service. The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs

his love towards the earth and his fellow men, especially towards his children. In the human

community it is necessary to create a home that arises from his participation in the joys and

sufferings of his fellow men.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Guillermou

Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based organizations, the support of

true health science, biodynamic agriculture and environmental conservation, so that together

concrete, inclusive and sustainable solutions are achieved to Dght against great threat from tyrants

who want to dominate bodies and minds. All of this will counter a growing danger of mass civil

unrest, famines, pandemics, and war. Humanity may fall prey to seeing revolutions overthrow entire

economies and currencies. The globalist elite have taken over governments whose failure can

self-destruct them. The house of cards collapses. A house of cards marked by medical and

political corruption.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Longrunner

Kennedy would have to be screwed over in the primaries because what would the vote cheating

options be in the general election otherwise? Kennedy vs Trump (or DeSantis or Ramaswamy?)
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Catz21

RFK Jr. has fought against the fake pandemic, the bioweapon/vaccines, and censorship, but he is pro

green energy, another hoax. Trillions of dollars are spent to sell the public on solar, wind and biomass.

Watch Planet of the Humans (www.youtube.com/watch ) which debunks truth to green energy. Oil and

coal are necessary to do anything green. Mr. Kennedy has several appearances in the movie. He is

quoted saying "Obama's energy policies are without a doubt better for the country." The Solyndra

scandal cost at least a half-billion public dollars (Obama). When asked what he thought about burning

trees for energy (Biomass), his comment "you don't have to pick a favorite." If you burned all the trees in

America, you would only get heat for a year.

Then what do you do? Solar panels last up to 10 years, making them unfeasible. Follow the money.

Environmentalism is a money maker for the elite. Just look at Al Gore. When Global Warming turns into

Climate Change, to follow the actual climate scientists who say the world is getting colder, you can no

longer speak about "global warming." The narrative has to change. Watch Climate Hustle 2: Rise of the

Climate Monarchy. Green energy is a hoax. It is not sustainable. It is about the elite making money.

People are not willing to do without.

I was taught not to waste natural resources - water, electricity, heat. I rented a house to college

students, and when I told them that their electricity bill was twice as expensive as my house that was

twice as big, the response "ya, but it feels so good not to be told what to do." They didn't care they were

wasting their parents money. Entitled, selDsh and ignorant? When people are unwilling to go without -

blow dryer, iron, washer/dryer, cooking less (stove), traveling less (airplane), etc. to save the planet, it's

people, not CO2 that is the problem. In the name of green energy, they will destroy the planet. RFK

won't get my vote, unless he Dghts the climate game too.
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Mpup321

If there is any good thing that has come from the covid Dasco, it is the awaking of the American people

to the complete corruption of our government and its agencies. "The love of money is the root of all

kinds of evil."  If we are to survive this mess, it will take true leadership and the God given values that

our country was founded upon. Short of this we are destined for failure. "If God is for us who can stand

against us?'

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

It will take the grace and mercy of God and the TRUE gospel, not the watered down version that is

preached today in all the apostate churches. Only God can change the hearts of men. God is

sovereign and real Christians trust and obey Him.
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wilnav

Good Day Dr Mercola, > Is he the only man who can root out the deep corruption, expose the lies and

turn our country around? If he is we are in even deeper trouble than I considered. I met Bobby Kennedy

in person at Soil not Oil. Talked with him for about 15 minuets. He is authentic and I would love for him

to be president and for vice president have Tulsi Gabbard. Still if he is the only one who can do this

(clean the septic tank) then he will get lead poisoning and or other disabling means to take him out of

the game. We need a large number of Bobby Kennedy's. My wife and I along with others in our region of

California fought hard to pass Prob 37 which only asked that foods containing GMOs are labeled so

folks buy food can choose what they want to purchase.

Well you can't Dght Corporate Food or Agribusiness. We lost by a few percentage points. That is just

one example there are many others. Still I haven't seen the guts and health needed to support Bobby in

the population at large. Remember Gandhi. Assassinated, and he was backed by people who love him,

a mass of people. Dr. Salvador Allende of Chile assassinated by the CIA, and sadly many many more.

No one is going to jail. One of the folks that captures the mood of the times is Lie Cheat and Steal

Pompeo. If he is elected as a republican president, he won't be killed.

He is part of the team that has a strangle hold on the US. We are being attacked by 80,000+ chemicals

each day in our oceans, seas, air, water, soil and food. Bobby has been diligent to Dght. But you can't

win as long as the "precautionary principal" is scuttled so that corporate proDt and greed are fed.

Bobby in my small opinion should remain at the helm of CHD. He can continue to do more good there

than turned into a memory. JFK and RFK jr are memories as is Martin Luther King and so many others.

Has their deaths changed anything? We need boots on the ground not in the White House. peace,

william

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

maui_paulyahoo.com

"We lost by a few percentage points." Did it occur to you that this loss like others was wanked?

Either that or you believe that fellow CA residents are beyond stupid?

Posted On 03/26/2023
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otis101

Election fraud responsible for Prop 37 loss. See my bio.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

grulla

Yeah Otis, I recall your prop 37 cause very well to this day, and I always try to avoid the prop 37

traitors' products, such as, for instance; when given the opportunity here on the forum, I always try

to suggest the organic versions of Lakewood unsweetened tart cherry juice (and other of their

medicinal products like cranberry juice for UTI) to treat gout, as opposed to prop 37 traitor and

competitor, R.W. Knudson.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

ltapper

while I can appreciate what this man is doing, cant he withstand the pressure they put on people in this

position? I know of only one president who has been able to do that. This is much bigger than just the

USA.
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LongTallTexan

As a private company, Facebook has the right to censor anyone it wants, for any reason - I have heard

that said many times so exactly why are bakers and othere required to accomodate people they don't

want to do business with because of religious principles? - it Facebook offers its services to the public

then what is the difference - it's discrimination any way you look at it

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ChrisColes

It is important to make the point that the original idea for the creation of the BBC, was to allow the

presentation to the people, who pay to receive all such broadcasts, radio and TV; accurate information,

including the news. Today, the present senior management of the BBC has clearly walked away from

any recognition of the need to broadcast accurate reports; instead, they have become a classic

religious sect; delivering anything but the truth, and not just in health matters. Others have already

published books on the subject, all I can say is, from my viewpoint, the present management structure

of the BBC must now be broken up and be re-built from the ground up. Time is of the essence.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

lau3554

We need intelligent and courageous patriots in government like never before. Therefore, I am

heartened to think that Bobby Kennedy, Jr. Is seriously considering running. The United States has

never had a perfect man or woman in once. But I am surprised to read the many comments by

naysayers here. Wow! The world is burning down around us and you Dnally get someone with even a

modicum of patriotic spirit and you fall all over yourselves Dnding something to criticize. Go back to

reading the Three Bears, you Goldilocks-ers!

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Country_Me

You are so right. Kennedy, Jr. has a lot of guts to go up against what he has for years now knowing

the risks! I am sure I won't agree with him on everything but at the top of our priorities especially

after the last 2 or 3 years should be our freedoms. While there are other issues that are important

to me without having our freedoms none of the rest matters. He has proven he will Dght for our

freedoms. You are right, none are perfect. I would really be surprised if there are people that agree

with any candidate or politician on everything.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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ElmerFudd

I am the beneDciary (parties) of perpetual 63 Civ. 3106 (SDNY) "Police Consent Decree" a Statute of

Congress. I am using Article VI. My uncle SECOND VP of his trade association complained to the

President of the "UNITED STATES" Corporation Oncer President John F. Kennedy and the DOJ AG

Oncer Robert Kennedy whose departments consented to the injunction. About the union (s) corporate

communism within the U.S. government corporation itself by its Union workers lobbying in committee

with the CCC on the business of material damage appraisal on "Insurance and Taxation" for the union

(s) democracies representatives, FEES on the "stocks" for their health and welfare.

The class standing on the "Republic" for the United States of America, Plaintiff and the complainants

were made the beneDciaries who are Free and Independent as under the Declaration of Independence

and Articles of Confederation and the Perpetual Union. Alan Dulles law Drm (Sullivan and Cromwell,

Allen Dulles Partner CIA Rockefeller Corporate Law Firm) defended and consented to 63 Civ. 3106 for

the U.S. corporate democracy. Allen Dulles was caught being lobbied in committee by communist

union oncials to spread unionism (insurance communism) around the globe in his oncial U.S.

government capacity by the member companies of the UNITED STATES.

The "United States of America" is Independent and the "UNITED STATES" a Union Corporation "trade

by-laws" that requires Collective Control, Membership and Registration. LJK President I.G.O.A. Free

and Independent. The "United States of America" is a Trust Government. The "United States" is a

UNION FEDERAL MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Government created by Congress Feb. 21, 1871. The

employees of the departments of the U.S. Government including all 50 States, possessions and

territories, agencies, bureaus etc Are running their own insurance companies to pay for union worker's

hourly rate, health welfare and pensions off the backs of independents through FEES.
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act8531

If you would speak in layman's terms, I'm sure the information you have provided would be

understood by a larger group of Americans. Can you simplify your comments so everybody can

understand?

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

moebears

act, I agree. I sort of know what he's talking about, but plain language would reach more ppl.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

mcgeehee

Anyone who will promise to abolish daylight savings will get my vote.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ellivoc

We've just gone to British Summer Time, last night. I love it. Lovely long summer evenings in

daylight and in winter close the curtains and snuggle in for the night by 5pm. Great. Never get rid of

it. It was originally done to let children go to school and come out of school, in the light, summer

and winter. Prevented car accidents etc as children are visible. That has not changed.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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grulla

Agreed, "McGeehee", as I have been writing to my NM State congress people, and just recently Gov.

Grisham, over the years asking them to do the common sense idea of simply aligning NM with

existing MT zone partner, AZ, who has had great success in staying with year 'round standard time

since the late 60s. Having NM with it's own time zone would be akin to a Banana Republic. What's

that old saying about the truth and common sense being the Drst casualties?

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Segstar

The world is going to hell in ah hand basket and y'all worried about daylight savings time.. Jumping

Jesus lol..

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

grulla

Dr. Mercola has written a few times about the adverse health effects of the half year time change

sleep deprivation nonsense...agreed. For the sake of our economy, national security, traveling, as

well as common sense sanity; instead of bickering over a one hour difference between ST VS DST,

we should start over from "scratch", time-wise, and adapt to 2400 Coordinated Universal Time.

(UTC or military time) Then all this senseless arguing and bickering over time differences would

become moot as this following link explains: en.wikipedia.org/.../Coordinated_Universal_Time  I

know, I know, some of you forum Mercolans would probably look at this as NWO Time...sigh! :-)
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moebears

Segstar, it's just one of many ways "they" are trying to keep all of us sick and on as many meds as

possible, and kill some of us along the way. It has to do with the circadian rhythm. We are

biologically built to rise with the sun and sleep when it goes down. So, yes...it's very important.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Jhaden

I so feel this right now!! The time change is killing me this year. Daylight saving time is a big load of

nonsense.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

sue2613

At least make the time consistent. The change is killing people.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

bburns1955

LOL, I'm pretty much there with you on that one. Am SO tired of my body being messed up by time

changes!

Posted On 04/09/2023
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TheFacts

Like there are not MANY far more important things to consider?

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

FNazar

Those are great ideas! Here's one even more urgent: In each country, state or county, we urgently need

norms (a presidential decree, federal or state laws, or council norms), which would state, under severe

penalty for non-compliance (even to their heirs if that is known after they died), that anyone should

disclose if they belong to a secret society, especially those with the requirement to obey secret orders,

such as all lodges and freemasonic and luciferian/satanic type of societies. Penalties should be even

more severe with all stake holders involved in or with all the 3 branches of government (even suppliers

and candidates), Dnance (especially, banks, funds, listed corporations) and especially, the armed

forces, even the police (that's the reason they' didn't protect the country against blatant constitutional

violations).

If this law passes, you'd learn that all listed Dnancial and corporate boards are controlled by

freemasons, all the Democrats and especially all the Republicans voting for gender ideology were

freemasons, all politicians members of the CFR or attending Sun Valley are freemasons, most of the

Supreme Court and lesser courts, all dominant media CEOs are freemasons.

Only then people will ask for change, for example, a law barring them from all such positions. There's

no deep state just freemasonry. There are no conspiracies, just freemason plots. There's no democracy

with freemasonry, only conspiracy. There’s no 2030 globalism without freemasonry. Freemasonry is the

enemy of the people. Sooner or later, by 2030 freedom communities will be prosecuted as infection

pockets to be sent to FEMA concentration camps. So, there’s no way out of this dystopian future except

full involvement in politics: scientiDcprogress.substack.com/.../the-plan-revealed

Posted On 03/26/2023
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CarolyneMas

I have followed him since 2005. I would vote for him in a heartbeat.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

sue2613

But he's a Democrat? isn't that a problem?

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

bburns1955

He's more like the dem party was back in the 60s, before it was hijacked. It was a good party back

then. However, just because HE is one of the good ones, doesn't mean that others in "his" govt

would be. So you're right to be concerned. That has been MY biggest concern, as well. I'd vote for

HIM in a heartbeat -- but what about all the others who would come along with him...?

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Country_Me

Kennedy, Jr's long record of Dghting for us has earned my vote. To quote Dr Ron Paul about him,

"He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the Pharmaceutical Industries and that's

a big deal". End of quote. Trump sold out to PDzer after he got one MILLION dollars from them so I

sure won't vote for him or Biden!

Posted On 04/09/2023
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zaguryka

Why is our government so HELL BENT on helping the fake food industry poison even more of us in

more and more ways, not to mention the environment.Could it really be just all that money???

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

moebears

It's also to make a bunch of us sick and dependent on more meds and eventually kill us after

they've proDted. Win-win for team oligarchy!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

bburns1955

One word. CORRUPTION. They're corrupt, & all they care about is money & power -- maybe power

more than money. And depopulating. And making the survivors weak, so they can be dependent on

the govt & easily controlled.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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Rosebud10000

We sure are living in extraordinary times! I am trying to get my head around the fact that Bobby has

solid strategies to bring about change and just might succeed in doing so! It feels a bit like a

Hollywood movie script but I am behind him all the way. I don't live in the US but this affects us all.  I

think one of the stumbling blocks in the way of his election is the issue of climate change and people's

poor understanding of it. Unfortunately many in the health freedom movement have thrown the baby

out with the bathwater. The fact of the matter is that there is a vast difference between

environmentalism and anthropogenic effects on the planet as understood by someone like JM or

Ronnie Cummins and "Climate Change" as framed by the globalists to suit their agenda. It is essential

that Bobby gives a clear explanation of his position from the get-go. Otherwise many will balk at voting

for him because he " believes in climate change"

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

maui_paulyahoo.com

Did it occur to you that the Climate Change "global warming" narrative is in fact a manufactured

crisis by Deep State operatives clamoring for World Control ushered in by Covid hysteria? If not it

should. Kennedy should stay in his lane. Why is it you believe that Bobby understands this issue

just because he was on the right side of the Safe and Effective narrative? He also falsely believed it

was Mercury that cause the autistic spectral disorders when the adjuvant Aluminum in this context

was 1000x worse. As mentioned he should stay in his lane...

Posted On 03/26/2023
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ZTFZTF

Yes, Rosebud, a lot of us environmentalists are unhappy with the way the globalists have tried to

hijack the movement. I agree that RFK, Jr., needs to 'give a clear explanation of his position from

the get-go.' - Excellent point!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

btryan1

No way the left would allow Kennedy on the ticket for the selection process and if he switched parties

at this point in his career he would lose all credibility.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Truther4trump

Independent, constitution party, republican is all possible. No one is perfect but he is a lawyer who

can clean up our food supply, water supply. Our lives can depend on him more than anyone else

who is willing to run for potus.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

grulla

"Truther", Your omission of the U.S.' third largest political party is duly noted.

https://www.lp.org/platform  However, I do have to admit, as a longtime member and registered LP

party voter, that perhaps the ideologically hardline LP members would not want RFK for many other

reasons???

Posted On 04/09/2023
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bburns1955

You might be right. Maybe at least he can reach many people, through running, & help them to see

what's going on in our country, & the world.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Mercola_Fan

Will Robert be SELECTED? No, he won't. I'd keep the survival recipes close. The USA sold its soul long

ago.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

marinamart

RFK,Jr as a private citizen has worked and accomplished more to help humans than most people

realize. I personally hope he does not seek once, for his own safety. He would face so much

resistance and danger as a candidate and as potus, if he was elected. The powers that be don't want a

truth-teller and they won't allow it, in my opinion.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Country_Me

I go back and forth on agreeing with you but I do know for the sake of all of our freedoms we really

need someone that has proven they will really Dght for our freedoms. Is he really safe even if he

doesn't run? Considering the lawsuits against some of the big ones and the truth he is speaking

out about the jabs.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ZTFZTF

RFK, Jr., is a true patriot who has understood viscerally from a very early age never to blindly trust

those in power and as such is a man of integrity who cannot be bought by Deep State or the global

sociopathic elite. -- He's brilliant, articulate, and has an astounding grasp of history and the law. RFK,

Jr., is a man of faith who operates from a deep sense of responsibility to do the right thing.  Our

country needs a leader who not only speaks the truth but authentically understands how to drain the

swamp. -- Thank you for this fantastic interview, Dr. Mercola!  I'm heading over to TeamKennedy.com to

support RFK, Jr.'s candidacy!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

CeceliaAnn

When I was young in the 1950's we worried about Russia bombing the USA. I remember asking my dad

if our family would build a bomb shelter for us. Today I worry for my grandchildren. Biden & the Obama

team running the federal government in the USA has pushed Russia and China together forming a very

scarey alliance.  But, we can no longer build bomb shelters to protect us. The Davos Group will

eventually control everything. Money talks and bullshit walks. With that said I would vote for

Trump/Robert Kennedy in a heart beat. We need to Dght Dre with Dre.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Segstar

Stop worrying Cecelia, you're still young...Smile... Remember today is the tomorrow we feared

yesterday..cheers

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

dude01

Cecelia, Trump had considered selecting Kennedy as an advisor for vaccines in the Trump

Administration. Trump changed his mind when Bill Gates told him (a short time later) that was a

bad idea. Pharma threw some cash at Trump, and his thoughts on hiring Kennedy were long gone.

https://youtu.be/dY7byG1YGwg

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Piw6958

I'm happy to see that Robert Kennedy, Jr. is considering running. I have been following his Children's

Health Defense and I can feel secure in where he stands. I would trust him to try to  protect the

 American people.  I thought Trump did a very good job  during his term, even though the  Dems did all

they could to distract him,  however, I must blame him for the  Covid jabs.  He sent me a request for

contribution to his campaign and  I asked him if he would apologize for  giving us this dangerous and

deadly jab and  I got no reply.  I feel assured that Robert Kennedy, Jr. would not have  allowed this.   If

he  runs,  he's my man.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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eeknightfriend

100% behind him! I've already donated and will continue to do so.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

brianallen1

The once of president is nothing more than a distraction to what really occurs behind the scenes. The

true people in power LOVE a good distraction as Trump served their purpose for as long as they

allowed him to. Therefore, Kennedy could be used also, but not much would change or improve.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Country_Me

A president can do a lot alone with those executive orders and I feel conDdent Kennedy, Jr. would

not put out vaccine mandates or have us join the WEF. I also don't believe Kennedy, Jr. would had

vetoed the Stop the War in Yemen Act like Trump did. I could be wrong but going by his record I

don't think he would.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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grulla

"The once of president is nothing more than a distraction to what really occurs behind the scenes."

Apparently, the Swiss have realized this and have minimized the role of president and VP in 1874,

via their 1848 Constitution, with a one year rotational term in their federal council.

www.worldatlas.com/articles/does-switzerland-have-a-president-or-a-pri..  Perhaps we could learn

something from the Swiss???

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Xmen44

How does he think he can beat Dominion and the algorithms? The elections are a complete joke and in

the control of the elite. Mark Twain said it best: "If voting made a difference, they would not let us do it."

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

nan6449

I love RFK jr..he's got my vote!

Posted On 03/26/2023
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MrPOrangi

Routing for you passionately from NZ

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Jim_Bo

While I appreciate the work he has done with the CHD he is a Democrat which is anathema to me. The

Democratic Party has rotated 180 degrees from when his uncle and father were involved. From what I

understand he is far left wing on most issues.

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

Greebo

I think that 'they' would murder him in a NY second. 'They' had no compunction about murdering his

more famous relative, WHILE THEY WERE IN OFFICE! AND 'they' got away with it! He may be able to be

more useful to the Nation where he is. That is for him to decide. He could rally more people from both

Parties perhaps. I would really hate to lose him to assassins though. I suppose we cannot allow our

fears of the enemy to stop us though, as that allows them to win by default.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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robbie2u

A tsunami is often a shift on the soor of the ocean which creates a wave that builds momentum. A

shift in human thinking has already occurred due to the government handling of COVID which needs to

be given more water. The shift has led people to question the information given by oncials and media

and to compare it to reality. The shift must now move across the water to see who else will be a part of

the thinking. This is how conversion will occur. To test what people now believe to be so and this will

include all hierarchies involved so that we can see what they hold on to stubbornly, if they will continue

to lie to self or to those that they care for.

The question each person must ask is “what do I now believe after I have learnt from seeing with my

own eyes.” To have a belief and then learn that it is not so and still maintain the belief is to stand on the

shoreline and hope the tsunami passes you by but it will not and its momentum will determine your

fate. The tsunami occurs in people’s minds by challenging them as to what they now believe after

witnessing and learning from COVID. This challenge causes people to not sit on the fence line, to make

a decision given the evidence and to decide the direction that must be taken.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

Barbara Charis

Robert Kennedy, Jr is an ethical lawyer/...and it would be something else, if Trump and he were on the

same ticket. The "swamp" is ultra corrupt ...and tried to assassinate Trump many times, which went

unreported.   Trump really isn't into Political Party...he is for America! He realized, if the good people

didnn't win - there would be no America left. He did not need to run for president...he put his life on the

line. Kennedy should be aware how vicious those sub-humans in the "swamp" are.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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cottoa00

PLEASE... do not run for president! I was there in the 60's and witnessed Drst hand the lawlessness. It

was what began my awakening. If anything it is much worse now than then. IMO you are already doing

more than you could be if you were in Washington. I would say the same to DeSantis... we need you

all.. not just one that will be subsumed or destroyed in DC.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

cvr2070

Kennedy would be a great president if our only government induced problem were vaccines for children

(and adults). Researchers are Dnding out that all the vaccines of the past, for children (or adults) were

harmful. The problem with Kennedy as President is that vaccines are but one single issue. Being

against the New World Order (NWO) globalist criminal cartel on one issue isn't enough. Kennedy's

posted comment a few days ago proves that, either knowingly or not, he embraces the catastrophic,

man induced, global weather change, and fossil fuel ("carbon"/CO2) causation as true. It is the other

big fraud that the NWO cartel is using to take control of world government. Anyone who accepts any of

the many NWO frauds should not become POTUS.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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bselsaolcom

If you have to vote for a Democrat candidate for president in 2024, you could do a lot worse than Robt

Kennedy, Jr. At least, he is an honest, well-educated, scholar-doer who knows how to confront agency

capture, corruption and government lying, of which there is more enough in Washington, D.C.,

especially among the elites of his party. Kennedy joining the race for the Democratic nomination would

expose a lot of the dishonesty and corruption that the mainstream media and U.S. intel agencies have

been suppressing or censoring for years. Win or lose, the American public would beneDt from RFK, Jr.

in the race. My personal preference is that RFK, Jr. be appointed to a high executive position in a new

Republican administration headed by Donald Trump, Rick DeSantis or Mike Pompeo, all proven leaders

with a track record of improving conditions for Americans and without the baggage of the miserably

failed Biden administration and his corrupt Democrat allies in Congress. RFK Jr. would be most

effective in leading and cleaning up several of the major federal agencies, for example, HHS, DOJ, FBI,

CIA, DOD, DOA, EPA and FCC.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

imhistory

I haven't voted D in a long time but right now, I don't care as long as a candidate is going to Dght

corruption and be honest.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

vne3188

Would be wonderful if Kennedy became Trump's running mate and vice-president.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Suzicreamcheese

Thank you Dr. Mercola for giving Kennedy a platform to say what he has said here. What he describes

about factory farming and also the military industrial complex and the history he gives of how the

see-eye-AYE! became the disgusting entity they now are, needs to be put into a book as Kennedy has

done with the Pharma gangsters. And Dear Kennedy, please do not run for president...you do more

good the way you work now, informing people, so that those who care can also take some

responsibility in undoing all the bought public agencies, you make it possible with the wide distribution

of your Dndings to enlighten those working within these industries and hopefully makes them aware of

that in which they are involved, and helps them make individual efforts to manifest necessary changes

to create a better world for us all. We are ALL responsible for the choices we make and we can all do

our part. Bless you!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Lab1291

I agree! Lets unite this country! DJT, Kennedy, as POTUS, and his VP. Mercola in as a surgeon general or

over healthcare. Dissolve the 3 letter agencies as too corrupt. Make America based in God to be our

country again !

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Truther4trump

Thank God. At least he will bring the truth out. JFK tried. God bless RFK Jr.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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lovingMom2013

Please inform Robert Kennedy about EES systems, Dr. Mercola. He can prepare for the dincult times

by getting healthier and having more energy. I can picture how demanding his life must be. Tons of

negative energy coming from the bad guys towards him. EES systems are currently widely used

throughout the USA. Scalar waves can heal with energy. They perform magic. Meet Dr. Sandra Michael,

please. Her discovery is similar to those by Nikola Tesla.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

act8531

RFK has already been exercising his mental muscles as he has already experienced persecution

for his words and his writings and he is still considering a run for the presidency. Don't take his

condition for granted. He is more than Dt for the job and he is capable of doing it well. I would vote

for him and I'm a registered Republican.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ina24275

History repeats itself. All great countries of this world rose to the top once . Then greed and corruption

destroyed what they had accomplished. It seems America's time has come, no Kennedy or Trump will

stop the downfall, the rich will escape, the poor will suffer.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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brodiebrock12

Would make an great cabinet member directing and leading in various ways, but not so sure about the

role of President. I remember reading some place about the "almost" appointment of Kennedy in some

cabinet post with Trump, but then PDzer swooped in and paid to well not allowing IT to happen with

one of their minions appointed instead...was it Gottlieb?

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

khujar

10 out of 10 points in favor of Robert Kennedy for president. As yet, there's only one reason that could

make him un-eligible: Being eligible for chancellor in Germany. But if laws can be adapted: running for

both countries would even be better ..! Good luck (from Germany, unfortunately)!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted On 03/25/2023

 

MASONMANNIX

If This Man Runs For President In 2024, I’m Voting For Him!!!!!!!!!

Posted On 04/10/2023
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ske5142

My Drst thought when I heard he was making a bid to run for President I thought of his father.. then his

uncle... both shot to death. Where I was there was an outcry when his father was killed. I can see now

more why that happened. Just kicking down the door of that orphanage where Fauci abused/killed

some children by using them as living experiments for drugs, vaccines included. Pretty ugly stuff. Good

on Bobby Kennedy Sr.!  Now his son, another truth teller, is sticking his neck out by even voicing the

possibility of running for President.  How is it so called Christians lie so easily? And vilify truth. Like I

guess they'd kill Jesus if he were alive today. No morals, no vote. God knows it all, so when our lives

are over and we meet God face to face, what could these people possibly say to excuse their actions?

God knows them to the cellular level. They cannot lie to the Holy Creator of Life. Truth will prevail, the

Spirit of God IS alive and seeking truth tellers.

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

TheFacts

I applaud the entry of this good man into the race... it is ESSENTIAL that the evil, corrupt slimy old

maggot Joke Biden be sidelined. I will be interested to check out the platform of RFK Jr... and if not the

typical far-left "woke" dreck of the usual democrat... I just might consider voting for him.

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

robbie2u

If you knew someone wanted to change you if you are proud whether a person or organization you will

resist it even if the change was for the good. Women have a way of changing men without men

knowing and then one day they wake up and go “What the heck just happened.” SpeciDcs generate

resistance but broad friendly terms everybody likes.

Posted On 04/10/2023
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Esther M. Cook

Gigantic companies do NOT have the right to censor people if they are "privately owned" any more than

they have the right to kill their employees if they feel like. And they will face lawsuits about killing their

employees when enuf of those die from mandated "vaccines." Amazon had 80% of the WORLD book

trade some years ago. They are a PUBLIC square. So are You Tube, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram. No

government has as much power as these companies. We Dgured out that we could not allow

government to do absolutely anything just because they are in a leadership role. And that principle is

even stronger for public squares that are even more powerful.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

dude01

Until the concept of LOBBYING is recognized as what it truthfully is A BRIBE, very few honest and well

intentioned people don’t stand a chance to stand up to the mega dollars put out as lobby money that is

used to bribe the Congressional “money loving whores”, who have a good enough gift of gab to woo

constituents into continuously voting them into once. And the game rolls on.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

bob5532

Being that the satanic cabal is all about numbers take a look at this article:

bartoll.se/.../rfk-jr-democrat-president-ritual

Posted On 04/09/2023
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lilmissy

healthimpactnews.com/2023/another-former-associate-with-jeffrey-epstei..  He is pro vaccine and he

says so in this short video

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Country_Me

Kennedy, Jr has said he is not anti vax! But he is anti forcing them and that should be what we all

want. He is against digital currency and for our freedom of speech but because he's not perfect like

everyone wants they would risk us losing more of our freedoms SMH. Dr. Ron Paul said about him,

"He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the Pharmaceutical Industries and that's

a big deal" end of quote and yes that is a REALLY BIG DEAL. He is pro vaccine SAFETY! Trump sold

out to PDzer after he got one MILLION dollars from them. No one else is going to Dght for us that is

running like Kennedy, Jr. will! I don't care how many jabs people get as long as they are not forced!

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

LSquare

He's still a Big-D Democrat, so he'd still be a big part of the Totalitarianism that the Big-D's embrace

oh-so willingly. Sad, but true :-(

Posted On 04/09/2023
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noah11

Even if Robert Kennedy Jr. could save our country, he will never be allowed to do so. Some psychopath

will kill him just to get himself into the history books as the man to assassinate a 3rd Kennedy.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Country_Me

He is the only one running that has a long record of trying to protect our freedoms so he is the only

one I will vote for! There are people that have died for our freedoms. I hope nothing happens to

him!! But he has the guts to go up against them so the least I can do is vote for him. Trump sold

out to PDzer after they gave him one MILLION dollars so I am sure not voting for Trump. Not to

mention his veto of the stop the war in Yemen act that has killed how many innocent people?

Posted On 04/09/2023
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Country_Me

I hope I don't read any negative comments today about how Dr. Mercola shouldn't be talking about who

he supports for president. Our freedoms are at stake. I mean we had already lost some but now ALL of

our freedoms are at stake so how can you not think Dr. Mercola should support someone that is willing

to go up against those that are taking them away? Robert Kennedy, Jr. has the record for many years to

PROVE he walks the walk so please don't join in with the major news media and smear him. If you are

actually FOR our freedoms to choose what goes in our bodies, for our freedom of speech, for being

against Digital Currency, for being against the WEF, and I could go on and on then if you don't vote for

Kennedy, Jr. and we end up losing those freedoms IMO you will be partly the cause. I am not a Biden or

Trump supporter. I am not a Dem but Kennedy, Jr. has earn my vote! I don't vote for who has a R or a D

beside their name. I vote for the person. I don't get my opinions from the news but rather from their

record!

Kennedy, Jr. has lost business deals and political friends for him going up against the establishment.

Dr. Ron Paul said about Kennedy, Jr., "He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the

Pharmaceutical Industries and that's a big deal." End of quote. YES, it's a really BIG DEAL to have

someone Dghting for our freedoms. If you don't agree with him on everything (there's never been a

candidate I agreed with on everything) if we lose our freedom of speech, if we lose our freedom to

choose what goes in our bodies, if we are forced to use a digital currency to buy anything we need, tell

me how it will matter what other issues you are for/against?  If you don't know Trump was going to get

Kennedy, Jr. on some kind of Vaccine safety committee UNTIL PDzer gave Trump one MILLION dollars

and then instead of Kennedy, Jr. Trump got two PDzer LOBBYISTS instead. Trump also vetoed the stop

the war in Yemen Act so he is not as anti war as you might think!

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Esther M. Cook

I agree with all you said about Kennedy v Trump, and then you imply that the solution to many of

our problems is to V*O*T*E for the better candidate. That is politician worship. Let George do it,

George being whoever is elected. How's THAT working out for us?

Posted On 04/09/2023
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Country_Me

Esther M. Cook I tried to make sense of what you are saying. After thinking more about what you

wrote I came back and deleted my comment to try again LOL And after thinking about it IMO

political worship is when you do everything the president or politician says EVEN WHEN you know

it's harmful. There are other problems we have in this country that I don't know if Kennedy, Jr. will

solve or not but what I am saying is if we don't have our freedoms to choose what goes in our body,

freedom of speech, freedom to spend our money the way we want, then the other issues are not

important to me without ALSO having those freedoms.

I am talking about freedom not worship! I know it's late at night so maybe I should try again

tomorrow LOL But I have really tried to Dgure out what you are trying to say if it's not what I am

responding to in this comment. Of course people encourage others to vote for the person that they

think will solve at least the issues that are the most important so I don't think it's political worship

to do that. Whatever LOL

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Vec7512

"As a private company, Facebook has the right to censor anyone it wants, for any reason. However, they

cannot do it at the behest of the government, and we now have ample evidence that this is precisely

what they’ve been doing" This is not correct. In the Drst case, a private company can't discriminate

against a protected class (e.g., religion, race, etc.). In the second case, a private company can only

discriminate against unprotected classes (e.g., political party) if it is clearly stated that they will (e.g.,

"no shirt no shoe no service" sign on the door). Facebook must clearly list its discrimination in its

terms of service, but they don't. So by law, they can not discriminate.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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ThyroidGirl

When I heard about Bobby's announcement, I felt something in my tummy I haven't felt in a long time...

                                                                                                  ((((HOPE))))

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

gregparden

Big Pharma will never let RFK Jr. get anywhere near the White House.

Posted On 04/04/2023

 

merculo

Unfortunately, there is NO way the DNC will allow Mr Kennedy to run.... The party of BIG PHARMA?

Come on....

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

bamnal

He would have my vote regardless of his political party anliation!

Posted On 03/27/2023
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Conjeanneal

"Patriotism means a faithfulness to the United States Constitution above all. Above all. And if you don't

know that, you shouldn't be in government." This sounds all well and good and I know he has been

Dghting the good Dght on many fronts, but if he doesn't take a page from the true Constitutionalist Ron

Paul, who had to be gotten out of the way in 2012 - sabotaged - then he will just be another politician

full of promises, maybe secretly sponsored and owing the banker's globalist cabal!

Also, why keep all the unconstitutional alphabet agencies to begin with (FED, CIA, FBI, IRS, FDA, CDC,

NEA, etc.) as NO American can vote for anyone who runs them nor can we vote on what they do, so we

have absolutely NO power over what they illegally MANDATE for us; Americans forget we were a nation

of the SELF-GOVERNED!!! Also, get rid of the UN and make the United States INDEPENDANT once

again and friendly to all, not the Globalist's INTERDEPENDANT (chained to all the other countries) so

that if they all go down, so do we!

As for this: "We have a child health crisis — 54% of our children have chronic disease and we don't

know what's causing it." I DO and many others do too.....ersatz food, vaccinations and medications!

And this: "Seventy-two doses of 16 vaccines are now recommended for American children by the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. States have the right to mandate them as they see Dt, and

in California and New York, all 16 vaccines are mandated.

But whether they're mandated or not, there's tremendous pressure to take them all." Freedom-loving

Americans do NOT go along with this, whether it's the Federal Government, the States, the Schools,

Churches.....NO person or agency has ANY authority to tyrannically force this! There are so many

Constitutional issues that need to be adhered to and restored, that if he is willing to Dght the good Dght,

be brave enough to buck the cabal, restoring our freedoms and our once-great America, I'll stand with

him!

Posted On 03/27/2023
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noonooo

Two Kennedys assassinated, but how many had women killed? RFKjr killed his ex-wife in my opinion,

which would make him easily controlled if in the White House. Not to totally blame him as his mother

was an absolute bat by what I’ve read I wonder why he got the idea to perform all that activity on

women and it did occur to me his tutor was a gay man, but maybe he was not to blame and the only

saving grace in a bizarre family dynamic.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

traderjoe9

The Kennedy family has given a lot to this country. RFK JR has already made a great sacriDce and

assumed a great risk by standing up to the cabal. Name me another "leader" who has done so? I am an

independent-conservative who is usually left with the option of voting Repubican. Has Mr. 'Warp Speed'

Trump apologized for his "warp speed" program 2 years after the evidence is quite revealing that the

Vax is not "Safe and Effective"? DeSantis has stood up to the cabal in Florida but this is not the same

as naming names and detailing the crimes of these people, is it?  RFK JR. is a brave man and the only

leader I see standing up for America and the citizens of the world.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

clk706

RFK Jr. is the only one I would vote for! Otherwise I'm writing in my dog. I'll never vote for Biden or

Drumpf!!

Posted On 03/27/2023
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ulika7

As long as the c i a runs the WHO and every nation on the planet, there will be no peace, no matter who

is elected. But the full force of the Age of Aquarius is only 6 years away and PEACE. Will come from

Russia. Truth is stranger than Dction just read the Billy Meier reports which are also read by those who

control our planet.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

wearearepublic

Kennedy trashed Trump in his book, ruthlessly and without circumspect or context or doing due

diligence on looking into the various accusations and often, slander, against him. I'd never vote for him.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

cal2514

It feels like a sacriDce, and there will be plenty of martyrs along the way. Talk about sleeping with the

enemy!  Who protects our President?

Posted On 03/26/2023
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Clh8735

Finding TRUST with any candidate is quite a feat! Each candidate needs to wear the names of all their

so called sponsors.  Seems when anyone steps into the political arena their views, promises, visions

are not trustworthy. Money gets in the way with what really should be considered , changed or to really

listen to the voters needs!  So many gate Trumpso many trust in him and know he’s deDnitely not a

saint! I so respect RFK. Jr. of his desire to change lives/ health for the better ..not afraid to expose the

corruption! I would deDnitely consider him to head our country ! But wish to share this is a video

commentary/editorial about why the globalists want you to hate Trump!!  Thank you!

 www.facebook.com/.../355367742407860

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ins9388

Wouldn't it be wonderful !!! He would need trustworthy loyal people behind him..... NOT IMPOSSIBLE

but maybe need to form his own party as their is so many who would do ANYTHING for POWER !!

Posted On 03/26/2023
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4321bp

I agree with every post on here saying if you want to see RFK Jr dead, let him run for president. He is

not the one who will Dnish the job that is already started. Why do you think every area of society, media,

government, medicine, academia, Dnance and business is against DJT? Do you think a man who was

beloved by Hellywood and most sectors of society until he ran for and succeeded in getting the

presidency is so violently hated for no reason other than he ran as a republican? He was speciDcally

chosen to do the job of clean out. Yes, he was innocent, too trusting of many of those who "embraced"

him and totally surrounded by many of the very people that needed to be dealt with.

But he's gotten a lot smarter and is in a position now to bring down the enemies of all mankind. And he

is not working alone. RFK Jr would Dnd out just how entrenched his enemies are if he went in blindly as

his father and uncle did. There will be time for him in the near future. In the meantime, stop buying into

the propaganda coming from every sector of society and educate yourself to what has already been

accomplished and what is an ongoing work. This battle we are in is bigger than America. It involves the

whole world. "They" almost had us. We were the last country to be dealt with. But no more. It may look

bad before it's over, but "they" are not going to win.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Dordee

If he does decide to run for once, I hope he has a lot of protection!

Posted On 03/26/2023
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NewlandsWanderer

If Robert F Kennedy Jr had been in the White House in 2020 thousands of people would still be alive

today. The very people who are still pushing the no-liability, proDteering, experimental covid-19

vaccines are the same people (Gates/Fauci?Ashish/Big Pharma &tc) deliberately blocking and

censoring the truth about early-treatment, life-saving protocols. So they are not only murdering people

with the jab - but also by denying life-saving early-treatment: twitter.com/.../1640054492937834497

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ttwdem

No way Mr. Kennedy or anyone like him will ever get elected. People do not vote for intelligent people

who tell the truth. Look around, from the smallest town council all the way to the presidency, it is

horrifying to see who gets elected. I have attended so many local primaries in my state over the past 3

decades, and it always gave me hope to see some of the people in the primaries: good people,

intelligent people, honest people...I would be deeply moved and humbled that these people were

willing to destroy their lives to do something good for others. Guess what? Those people never win.

Never.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

aar96722

In the last presidential election I submitted a write-in ballot. I voted for Robert F. Kennedy for president

and Dr. Mercola for Vice President.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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nothingsound

When he runs he has my support prayer. Finanacial and i will canvas for him.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

peg1113

Dr Mercola, can you please keep this video open permanently so we can share with others? Or place on

Banned.video? Such an excellent discussion with Robert!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

zabm47

He cannot. The country may need him, but big Pharma and big Tech doesn't want hhim. Those times

when you were elected based on your capability and to serve people have gone.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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schmattas

I believe that this country is getting ready for the truth that Kennedy puts forth... and the way he puts it

forth... which has deep roots in service to "we the people"... and proven courage... served by his high

intelligence. And, with each day that passes, I believe more people become ready for the truth he puts

forth. Sometimes, it is necessary for human consciousness to struggle in order to expand... and that

time is what we have been living through for several years now. Kennedy is a rare example of expanded

consciousness working in right relationship with both his mind and his heart. He speaks not just from

his obviously high intelligence, but also from his heart.

How very rare that is. How very powerful that is... as we shall see. Too many so called leaders are

unfamiliar with truth and the power of the Dre, the passion. within the human heart to spread "truth".

Those who are blessed with strong passions are carriers of Dre. And, that Dre cannot (and should not)

be put out by reasoning, thinking or high intelligence. That Dre is meant to lead... and when it does...

intelligence willingly serves it. This is what we see and feel when Kennedy puts forth his truth. I could

listen to Kennedy's words all day long... and even if they need to be delivered by someone other than

himself, due to his voice injury... I would still listen.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

chieromancer

My limited understanding of politics says no one of the same party would run against a incumbent

president, as they could never get the party support.  If Biden decides not to run again, then it's open

season. Regardless, he's got my vote.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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VacDamage

RFK Jr is a smart, well educated and good man. I like and respect him very much and also support him

in his efforts to Dght against BigPharma and their Fed Agency cousins regarding vaccine safety. I don't

think now is the time for him to be President when we have a Communist takeover underway that

needs to be dealt with Drst. But much good will come out of his Run because the "normies" who believe

everything on CNN will start to realize that the American public has been bamboozled as to the

necessity and the safety of vaccines and realize also the BigPharma collusion and hence consict of

interest with the US health agencies like the CDC and NIH.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

YMApple

Okay, now I have heard the interview and I will be voting for this man, should he win the nomination.

Trump would have been my default, out of desperation, should he win the Republican nominaition. I

feel like DeSantis outed himself as a puppet of the Bushes, Rove, Cheney et al so the blood is off his

rose.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ScanKat

You left out JFK Jr. That plane crash left many questions. Rumor has it he wanted the Senate seat that

Killery took. I know the virology aware group are really trying to wake up RFK. Hopefully they succeed.

That would be the start to end the federal tyranny through the CDC and FDA. Only then will the rest

come tumbling down.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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bchristine

L-O-V-E RFK Jr. He gets it and has a plan. Right now, there is no better candidate to guide us out of the

abyss!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

aar96722

In the last presidential election I submitted a write-in ballot. I voted for Robert F. Kennedy for president

and Dr. Mercola for Vice President. I hope the next time I will not have to use a write-in ballot.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Eng1852

RFK, Jr. could probably do good things for the health care situation in our country, but and this is big -

He's also huge environmentalist which is also destroying our nation and the world along with Elon

Musk and the electric transportation. Where do they think the energy for electricity comes from?

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

HealthyFan

As crazy as this may sound, I believe Trump and RFK, Jr. would make a fabulous team. I am an

Independent/Conservative and we can work together. Trump is great with the NO War side, Business

side, and Strength side. RFK Jr. is fabulous on the deep corruption with Corporations, CDC, Big Pharma,

EPA, FDA, etc. It's a win, win in my book.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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ZTFZTF

How about an RFK, Jr., and DeSantis ticket? A lot of Dems who won't vote for Trump are interested

in DeSantis, and yes, it would be great to mix up the paradigm with a D & R running together!!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

imagicman51

2 things i have a problem with here. Drst, how come facebook, google etc. are always referred to as

private companies, not just here but everywhere else. haven't they issued stock and have shareholders

and isn't that the deDnition 0f what a public company is? can someone explain it to me. also, rk jr. loses

me when he says he likes pete buttplug. buttplug is the epitome of government ineptitude and is the

face of diversity rather than competence in hiring. anybody who likes him must also like his laughable

attempts at chestfeeding. what a sorry excuse for a male buttplug is.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Truther4trump

He is not perfect, but he will clean up our food supply and put the likes of Monsatan out of business.

The planet will thank him.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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maui_paulyahoo.com

No one is perfect, Trump won 2020 by a landslide and the Globalists stole it by cleverly staging an

"insurrection" The truth always surfaces, and even loyal Democrats cannot deny it any more...

Musk and Carlson have exposed enough facts and videos to clarify any doubt...

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

HealthyFan

Monsanto was bought by Bayer in Germany. There is no Monsanto.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

toraware

I'd opt for him being an advisor to president Trump to clean out the deep swamp.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

bobt100

Trump needs to be at the helm Dghting what is global tyranny. RFK, Jr. should approach DJT and

venture to serve as his attorney general, a post his father held. The duo would be awesome.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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sul52446

I do support Trump and wonder if not him then who? I would vote for Kennedy especially since he

Dghts for the truth

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

sandy.dobbyn_

I hope he decides to throw his considerable favorability with conservatives and the weight of the

Kennedy name (not Ted) behind Trump. DeSantis, Rand Paul, Ted Cruz, Hawley, Louisiana Kennedy, and

others would make a splendid Round Table full of Knights to bring all they have and all of us to the

battle for GOOD against EVIL, which is what it appears to be now. Trump has shown himself the one

who can lead, especially with top quality knowledgeable women and men behind him. With all due

respect for you, Mr. Kennedy.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

MartinGx

Rainbow Coalition for peace, freedom and decency! 100% focus should be to undermine both parties

giant corruption and naughtiness, so a new party must be formed based on Christian values, honesty

and character! Level of left or right or green, nor the tax-level, nor the level of wellfare, is the issue, but

peace, national indepencence, freedom and decency! My suggestion, if implemented, has good

potential to root out the naughtyness and corruption from the USA. Rainbow Coalition for peace,

freedom and decency. Obviously, Trump and Biden could apply to be part of it, even if their chances to

be accepted would be very slim... However, there are people who have potential, like Tulsi Gabbard and

Rand Paul, who, in my opinion. They should be helping Mr Kennedy (and themselves) into once! I am

sure Mr Kennedy would not mind any one of them taking the lead, and that he himself would be most

happy to support their common cause, against the corruption and the naughtiness.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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cel6037

Thank you Dr Mercola for this interview! Thank you for all you do! Robert F Kennedy - Hope you do run

for President as you will have my vote and support.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

onlynene

Admire RFK jr. but he lost me when he praised Pete Butigig (sp ?). I won't bore you with why praising

Pete B. turned off my interest, because there is so much information about him already available. So,

even if he runs I would not vote for him.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

LisaLeopard1

While I appreciate his speaking out regarding vaxxing and corrupt agencies, I think he has enough

skeletons in his own closet. Hopefully he will just continue to do the work he's doing.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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wen73680

Donald John Trump is our legitimate president and will remain so for at least another 4 years. I am

extremely disappointed, Dr. Mercola, that you would even remotely suggest another candidate for

President, after all the slings and arrows he has taken for our country and the world. Kennedy is NOT

POTUS caliber. Sorry, but he's no JFK. Trump is. DJT is the only way. Kennedy can certainly contribute

in a meaningful way in DJTs administration, but if he had the ability to drain the swamp like Trump has

(amd will continue to do so), he would have made far more headway on the vaccine issue, just to name

a single accomplishment. Kennedy is only back in the limelight because of the plandemic. That's it.

DJT is, and will be, America's next President. Period.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Country_Me

You got to be kidding? Trump did not drain the swamp! He says one thing then on another day says

something different. He vetoed the Stop the War in Yemen act that kills a lot of innocent people

including children and babies. He pushed getting the jabs! I could say more but to sum it up I won't

vote for such an egotistical hothead like Trump. Just for the reason Trump pushing the jabs is

reason enough for Mercola to not support him. There is no proof Trump won the last election. Just

a bunch of sore losers. I didn't even vote for Gore but knew he was done dirty. Republicans

deDnitely stole that one. By the way, I am not a Biden supporter, either, but I would vote for

Kennedy, Jr.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

differentstreaksgmail.co

I admire Robert F Kennedy for his work and ethics but not sure I would vote for him for POTUS.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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maj9110

I think Mr Kennedy is brilliant!! But it’s going to be Trump!! He is the only one who can do it, and he

will!!!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

deepdance1hotmail.com

he already has my vote!

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

Tar5359

If Robert F Kennedy became president, I would consider moving the United States. I have not once

wanted to live there because of the government corruption.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

ang1758

I love what Robert F. Kennedy Jr stands for and what he is doing. What health challenge is he facing

that makes his voice like that? How can he heal to have a more powerful voice? It is really needed!

Posted On 03/26/2023
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bburns1955

He has the same condition that Katharine Hepburn had, spasmodic dysphonia. It's a neurological

condition that affects the voice box. I have prayed for 2+ years, that God would restore his voice. A

former coworker just couldn't listen to him, due to his voice. I kept telling her, but you need to hear

what he's saying! For what good it will do, I'll keep praying for restoration of his voice, as there's no

doubt it would help in this run for once, & thereafter, should he win. I'm not a democrat (I was back

before the party was hijacked), but I do love Bobby Kennedy & what he stands for. I think Dr. M is

correct, that if DeSantis runs, & Trump as well, then the dem will win. In fact, if both of those run, I'll

likely vote for Kennedy, given he's the dem candidate. And he certainly should be!

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

jorgeam

Robert Kennedy is a great person. To believe that a president of a "democratic" country can clean up

the corrupt bodies is something else, is in deed a chimera, under my view, and very dangerous too.

That being said, I hope I am wrong May the force be with him.

Posted On 03/27/2023

 

iro5345

What a refreshing talk. He is the most qualiDed candidate I have ever seen! I am a Republican, but

would vote for Robert Kennedy, Jr.

Posted On 03/26/2023
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DouglasJack

Thanks Bobby Jr & Joseph for getting truth out, upon which we can all make informed health &

livelihood decisions. However Agency-Capture & the Oligarch fake 'money' (Greek 'mnemosis' =

'memory') coordination of the damaging mRNA Roll-out worldwide must be recognized as a 7000 year

old oligarch 'exogenous' (Latin 'other-generated') scam since Babylon. Oligarch Captured 1776 fake US

'revolution' was only a propaganda oligarch ruse in the brutal intensiDcation of continental 1st Nation

genocide & resource capture.

INDIGENOUS 'CONSTITUTION' (Haudenosaunee 'Kaianere:kowa' = 'Great-good-way-of-kindness',

'Great-Law-of-Peace') The ~110 nations of Turtle-Island (N. America) organized into ~23

Confederacies with an 'indigenous' (L. 'self-generating') Constitution. The Kaianere:kowa is found in its

many similar structures on every continent & islands of the world during the indigenous period. In

2004, I had the pleasure of sharing this knowledge over many hours with Pete Seegar, a Clearwater

dear friend of Robert F Kennedy Jr, while at the 2004, Local Currencies in the 21st Century international

Conference.

Kaianere:kowa empowers everyone in their diverse multistakeholder contributions to society from the

bottom-up through the ~100 (50-150) person 'Multihome-Dwelling-Complex' (eg.

'Longhouse-apartment, Pueblo-townhouse & Kanata-village'). Empowerment comes through: 1)

Multihome living in intimate, intergenerational, female-male, interdisciplinary, crtical-mass,

economies-of-scale proximity, with privacy & sovereignty.

2) Time-based equivalency Accounting on the worldwide String-shell (eg. Wampum on Turtle-Island,

Quipu in S. America, Cowrie in indigenous Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia & all islands). 3)

Council-Process of Both-sided, Equal-time, Recorded & Published Dialogues as dialectic-rights for all

people at every level of society. RFK Jr should be aware of his indigenous heritage.

sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/relational-economy/8-economic-..

Posted On 03/26/2023
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bob5532

No one person can expect to join the corrupted political system and change/go against the real world

government which is the banking cartel and expect to survive. It’s going to take change from the

bottom up and unfortunately incorporate violence when necessary to institute change and root out the

minions at “the committee level” to infuse power back to individuals in a community based

environment. If we can cancel their Dat based money system and go back to constitutional money

which is silver and gold and get everyone to accept it, that removes their power and gives humanity a

real Dghting chance against this satanic jesuit fake jew masonic cabal.

Posted On 03/26/2023

 

annie1996

I believe the number of Kennedys murdered is three: JFK Jr (including his wife Carolyn and

sister-in-law Lauren Bessette.)

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Tiwo31

Only 2 Kennedys murdered? Shouldn't that be 3? You missed out the one that had to make way for

Hilary for that Senate seat.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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mkhart

Supporting Kennedy simply for his stance on vaccines is somewhat narrow minded. While I support his

efforts, I remember that he is a Democrat.--the deep-rooted criminal party that has decided there is NO

other party worthy. He'd be just as powerless as any other political puppet against the deep state.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

Country_Me

And Trump sold out to PDzer after he got one MILLION dollars from them. Both parties want war

and more wars, more money for more wars and most have the same donors. I don't care if a

candidate has a D or R or I beside their name I vote for the person. I am not a Dem but I am voting

for Kennedy, Jr. He is the only one running that has a long record of Dghting for us. To quote Dr.

Ron Paul about him, "He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the Pharmaceutical

Industries and that's a big deal" end of quote. He has the guts to go up against them the least I can

do is vote for him. If he doesn't win and we lose more of our freedoms I will have done my part

voting for someone that wants to protect them.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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Rosebud10000

I would be delighted to see RFK as president of the US. However, many voters fail to understand his

deep and abiding understanding of, and views on, the environmental situation. They fail to understand

that "climate change" has been hijacked by the globalists who have no love of the Earth. Further that

they are largely to blame for it and that their "solutions" are nothing but self serving. This is in contrast

to the solutions offered by Kennedy and he is going to have to put much effort into explaining this

distinction during his campaign. Perhaps Joe Mercola can do another interview with him dedicated to

this subject?
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fundamentalassumptions

Only if he's rejoined the club& Rome,& the outcome was planned that way. Otherwise, he knows the

score& the way the god of this world works. The real God is gathering the nations& Laodicea, both

synagogues of Satan, to judgment. That harlot body of many members still has one doublehead& two

main dialectic arms,& a load of Craft idolatrous humanism, philosophy, traditions& doctrines of devils

working in the dark, most not even knowing what they serve. No power on earth can stop it,& only the

light of the preserved& quickening word of God, inseparable from the Word who gave,preserves&

quickens it, sorting perfectly according to Truth& the free will conscientious choices of men, received

in true revival marked by repentance& changed lives marked by quietness,sobriety& holiness (not

mystical, magical mumbo-jumbo, growing indulged corporate systems merchandising men& sin),w/ a

rejection of empire, a will to circumspect living, the promotion of whole truth& real literacy, to hinder

the consolidation of power& to tie down Leviathan by law& distributed, balanced powers, can even

slow it, bringing a stay of God's judgment w/ blessing.

None of that in sight.

Just voodoo,fulDllment of man's prophesied presumptions of Egypt& Babylon type, the deceiving&

being deceived, evil men& seducers waxing worse& worse. More & more inquisition & craft working

from either 'side'. Jerusalem above is the mother of all the redeemed,& her people are yet pilgrims&

sojourners here, heavenly minded enough to be of earthly good, & all equally bound by the same word,

the ground level at the foot of the cross, having the same future hope, walking by faith securely

anchored in the transcendent, eternal Godhead& word...but men will not, too proud to tolerate freedom

indeed, self-deceived& -justifying in vain, pretending, so that the numbers of the truly redeemed

dwindle,& men love corrupt words, doctrine, & 'lords': so they have no king but Caesar& his

magisterium.

No power of God:all of men&devils.
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robbie2u

I do not agree with the rationale of unblinding studies if the study’s data is a scientiDc requirement and

it was a condition of the study in the Drst place. The ability to generate ongoing data and further

examination of safety and side-effects of the trial participants is no longer possible. There may be

individual cases that justify unblinding but not all. The purpose of the trial is to publish papers

regarding effectiveness and safety and those in it have agreed to be a sample of the population to be

tested on. If you use the common good argument then the trial is a requirement or sacriDce we make in

order to protect the much larger population. To unblind it goes against the common good argument

and undermines the purpose of doing trials in the Drst place which is to protect the larger population. I

would make it a condition that no signiDcant trial is allowed to be unblinded except on a case-by-case

bases.

Posted On 04/10/2023

 

bob5532

No, he can’t because he’s on board with climate change.controlled opposition. I’d add more strikes

against him but, that should sunce. Remember, “they” always do some good while they still advance

the underlying agendas. i.e. everyone thinks Putin is against the cabal but, he is Kissingers buddy and

advocates 15 minute cities. Only WE can save ourselves from the bottom up period dot!

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

abddog

He's also tied in with the Clintons, Obama and others. He's as deep stste as they come. Also, he's

been to Epestiens island ...
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Country_Me

Our water and soil gets polluted no matter what you want to call it and Kennedy, Jr doesn't have the

same agenda as the elites. He has never said he wanted to do away with cattle farming and have

us eat fake food and bugs. His record clearly shows that he is not controlled. He is the only one

that has the long record Dghting for our freedoms. Dr. Ron Paul even said about him, "He's

developed a name because he was willing to take on the Pharmaceutical Industries and that's a big

deal". If he does not win and we lose more of our freedoms it will be because of people like you

that wanted to Dnd some reason to ignore the good he has done. Just because you don't agree with

him on everything you would chance more of our freedoms being lost SMH Trump sold out to

Pfzier after he got one MILLION dollars from them. But so many in his cult will vote for him

regardless of that.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

abddog

If you tree really feel that he's all that and a bag of chips, vote for him. I'm saying that I've done some

deep digs on him and believe he's controlled opposition and a wolf in sheeps clothing. Have a blessed

day!

Posted On 04/10/2023
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Country_Me

I have done a lot of research, too, and from his years of Dghting for the issues that the

establishment is against, exposing them is sure not being controlled by them LOL I think he gets

smeared enough for his stand against what the establishment is for. He has lost business deals

and political friends he wouldn't lose if they were controlling him. His record shows exactly what

he's for including the lawsuits he has won. Sheesh. Some people just want to Dnd something wrong

with any candidate that has done anything good for us.

By the way, even though I don't agree with Dr. Ron Paul on everything I do think he would be the

Drst to say what you did if it were true but instead among the good things he said about Kennedy,

Jr. is "He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the Pharmaceutical Industries and

that's a big deal." End of quote. YES that is a big deal and certainly not the record of anyone that is

controlled by the establishment. Hope you are having a blessed day, too.

Are you a Trump supporter? Just asking LOL since he sold out to PDzer. By the way where is your

proof of the disgusting accusation you made that Kennedy, Jr. has been to Epstein's island??? His

name in a black book? Kennedy, Jr. did a interview with a very good investigative reporter that

talked about Epstein and she would had mentioned it if Kennedy, Jr had been there! RFK, Jr.

Interviews Investigative Journalist Whitney Webb on the Deliberate Coverup’ of Bill Gates and

Jeffrey Epstein’s Relationship + More....

Posted On 04/10/2023
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